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FROM THE CHAIRMAN

Dear friends of EDS,

it has been a short year, yet filled with many new initiatives, projects, and campaigns. Marked by European Parliamentary
Elections, EDS lived up to a new level of activity: we implemented new formats of events and reached a new level of visibility
within EPP. Besides the Council Meetings in Gent (Belgium), Athens (Greece), Budapest (Hungary), Split (Croatia) and Policy
Days in Kiev (Ukraine), we welcomed student politicians to our first EDS Students Forum in Vienna (Austria), made ourselves
a picture of the Euromaidan in Kiev, and toured the Western Balkans, listening to the needs of the young generation in
Belgrade, Skopje, Pristina, Tirana, Podgorica, and Sarajevo and eliciting how we can help create opportunities and improve the
educational situation.
During the Election Campaign EDS stood firm at the side of EPP: joining the campaign for Jean-Claude Juncker, EDS contributed its fair share for EPP to win the elections and remain the strongest political party group within the European Parliament.
Particularly the ’50 cities’ campaign where we campaigned in small EDS teams all across the European Union drew a lot of
attention and revealed the strength EDS has through its member organisations.
It has been a good year: we focused on specific policy areas where we could add value to our EPP family. Policies discussed
evolved around education and how it can serve so as to let the young generation have a bright future in all European countries.
In our publications we focused on how to bridge the skills gap, how to easen the entry into the labour market and how higher
education can add to the benefits of youth entrepreneurship. Focusing on the future of education, EDS dealt with digital-supported learning and proposed a framework now known as the 4European Digital University’. Using its experience from the
Erasmus programme, EDS and EPP encourage the credit transfer scheme for ECTS points to be applied to massive open
online courses (MOOCs). This is just one means how to support change for the better. All policy initiatives we proposed in this
working year were embraced by EPP, our resolutions passed unanimously and ideas were included in the action programme
2014-2019. In the following years, it will depend on the future boards to turn our ideas into reality. A demanding yet fascinating task that will need everyone on board.
We were glad to furthermore have everyone on board when discussing topics concerning the Eastern Partnership countries.
We had established a new ad-hoc working group to better follow the process in Georgia when out of a sudden we were
overwhelmed by the happenings in Ukraine. We still are at the very moment and promise to be a strong voice so as to make
the Revolution of Dignity a Revolution of Success. We owe this to the people of Ukraine and to our young generation. Moreover, we are excited about the signing of the Association Agreement with Moldova and Georgia and the candidate status to
become EU member for Albania – all countries we partner with strongly.
The lessons we can learn from working on these issues all tend to our core believes and why we are in this game in a first
place. And there is plenty to do. Yet, there is hope and that is the biggest lesson we can learn from Ukraine.
It makes the problems in our challenged Union seem smaller. We will be able to weather them. We will work thoroughly to
put in place policies that promise a lasting success for our common European project. Instead of demanding more from the
states or the EU, instead of calling for promises and guarantees that can never be held, we will bring solutions to the table that
pick on the responsibility of each and every single one of us. Thank you for being together with us in this!
We would like to thank everyone wholeheartedly for supporting our team throughout the working year. Only together it was
made possible.
On behalf of the entire Executive Bureau,
always yours,

Eva Majewski,
Chairwoman

4 July 2014

Dear friends of EDS,

2013 to 2014 has been a most eventful year for the EPP. Our political family has once again met with success, but has also been touched by great sadness.
In October 2013 we learned the terrible news that President Wilfried Martens had passed away and taken his place in the pantheon of Europe’s founding fathers.
President Martens began his long career in public life as a student leader and understood the value and power of student activism. He went on to successfully
serve as a leading youth leader in Belgium for a number of years following university.
It is now more important than ever that those inspired by President Martens’ steadfast conviction that ‘Europe is the solution’, especially the young, take on their
responsibility to continue the work he dedicated his life to. I was deeply honoured to be elected to succeed him as EPP President and will devote all of my energy
to building upon the positive legacy he left behind.
As we look to the future, we have reasons to be optimistic. As the leading political force in Europe throughout this period of crisis and recovery, the EPP political
family can take some measure of pride in the fact that Europe is emerging from the most serious economic crisis in a lifetime and towards a path of sustained
growth and job creation. We must remember the scale of the crisis as we acknowledge that the road to recovery is long and progress can sometimes be
frustratingly slow. We recognise the sacrifices which have been made and that the recovery is not yet complete, especially with regard to youth unemployment.
However, I am sure that Europe’s youth can once again begin to look to the future with confidence.
We were reminded of the importance of the European project by the painful sacrifices that the people of Ukraine made over the last number months. The courage
and defiance demonstrated by protestors on Independence Square in Kiev as they sought to create a brighter, European future for their country should serve as
an inspiration for us all. While the situation remains tense in Eastern Partnership countries, progress is being made in ensuring that these countries will move
closer to Europe, as evidenced by the recent signing of Association Agreements between the EU and Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia. I commend the EPP member
parties in these countries for helping to bring about this crucial breakthrough.
The 2014 EPP Elections Congress in Dublin was an enormous success and provided the perfect foundation on which to begin our campaign. At the Congress
we formally adopted the EPP Manifesto and the EPP Action Programme. I am grateful to EDS for its valuable contribution to developing the Youth Manifesto, the
Manifesto and Action Programme.
The Congress also saw the election of our lead candidate, Jean-Claude Juncker from amongst a talented field of candidates. The EPP was the only major party
to hold open, democratic primaries to select its lead candidate. Jean-Claude Juncker embarked upon a European-wide campaign, the first of its kind in history,
visiting 18 countries in a short space of time. The election resulted in the people of Europe renewing their faith in the EPP to be the most influential political force
in Europe for a fourth consecutive time, with the EPP remaining as the largest party in the European Parliament and Jean-Claude Juncker becoming Commission
President-designate. The idea of the ‘Spitzenkandidaten’ was first proposed by the EPP at its Estoril Congress in 2002. The European Council’s decision to formally
propose Jean-Claude Juncker as Commission President-designate is a victory, not only for European democracy, but also for the EPP.
I am delighted to take this opportunity to thank EDS for your role in the EPP’s successful 2014 European election campaign. EDS, under the stewardship of President Eva Majewski, made an important contribution to our efforts to engage with students and young citizens across Europe.
Finally, I would like to impress upon you the importance of your contribution to the ideas and spirit of our political family. We count on you, along with your sister
organization YEPP, to inform and inspire the EPP on behalf of the young people of Europe. The most intractable problems we face are no match for the courage
and imagination that accompanies youth. You have a vital role to play. I look forward to the opportunity to continue to work closely with EDS as, together, we seek
to set and achieve our joint objectives.

Joseph Daul,
EPP President
Chairman EPP Group in the European Parliament (until June 2014)
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Secretary General European People’s Party
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Reflections on centre-right
pro-european students movement,

At any time students are interested to be recognized in public as self-willed and self-confident human beings. They do not like too many limitations of their
targets and standing. They prefer independent expressions of opinions. However, on the one hand, students must take care of their academic obligations
to meet the requirements of the aspired professional career. On the other hand, it is helpful to observe what happens besides scientivic instructions. In so
far, students are often fond of at least watching political developments. Such a behaviour started to a remarkable degree during the Fifties after the end
of Second World War, engraved on the German criminal national-socialistic regime of terror. Outstanding personalities of Western states - f.e. Winston
Churchill, Harold Macmillan, Edward Heath, Robert Schuman, Jean Monnet, Alcide de Garperi, Paul-Henri Spaak, Konrad Adenauer, Ludwig Erhard or Otto
von Habsburg - agreed very soon that single countries can not solve alone the martial consequences of the past and prevent at the same time the communistic pressures on behalf of the Soviet Union. Therefore, already in 1957 the Treaties of Rome could be ratified as first step to a European Community. Many
students admired such success. When they were open-minded and related to Christian-Democracy, Conservatism or Liberalism they followed the initiatives
of the “seniors” and established their own associations. That happened in West Germany already 1952 with the foundation of the “Cercle of Christian-Democratic Students” (RCDS). Shortly, contacts could be realized with similar groups abroad, opposing doctrines of totalitarian systems and striving for common
proceedings to build up an United Europe. In view of bilateral understanding the conviction grew that it is necessary to form a cross-border body. It was
obvious that national entities were not able of its own to overcome the challenges existing between democratic and peaceful conducted and despotic acting
states. It has already been in May 1961 when courageous students gathered in Vienna to establish the “International Union of Christian-Democratic and
Conservative Students” (ICCS), which has been renamed 1975 in “European Democrat Students” (EDS) and became 1997 partner of the “European Peoples
Party” ( EPP). The directive founding meeting of ICCS happened consciously in neighbourhood of the iron curtain that separated Cechoslovakia and Hungary
from the Western Free World and just three months before the Wall divided Berlin in two from each other isolated parts - until Germany’s reunification 1989.
The promotors of the ICCS agreement were not only motivated by the idea of friendly cooperation, but they also aimed at lasting exchange of measures how
to limit left-wing influences especially within universities, and how to cut down the constraints of socialistic dictatorship burdening the life of citizens in the
countries of the Warzaw Pact. Anyway the ICCS/EDS main target comprises for ever incessant European commitment. The small ICCS of the beginning is at
present a big EDS as well accepted student mouvement, as influential political union even with members or guests from Albania, Belarus, Georgia, Israel,
Serbia, Moldova or Ukraine. All do support the Europeanisation against outdated collectivist tendencies of socialists and newly appearing neo-nationalists.
The credible srength of EDS stems from its enthusiastic young founders original vision to demonstrate a vital beacon of human rights, constitutional rules of
law, individual liberty, tolerance, personal responsibility, solidarity, Western style of peaceful democracy and open free markets. EDS must and will continue
as broadly acknowledged training institution, combining and serving students who are selfless ready to broaden - apart from their professional future individual political horizons by exposing themselves to the views, interests and experience of friendship colleagues in other regions. No doubt, based on such
principles EDS’ future European dynamic mission looks strategically bright. Finally it should be kept in mind the long-term reliable network of the “International
Garrick Club” (IGC), introduced 1968, that records former ICCS/EDS mandatarians, nowadays available as advisors.

Dieter Ibielski,
EDS Founding Member
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Eva
Majewski

lives in Brussels where she is EDS’s main representative and
where she works as a Research Associate for Konrad-AdenauerStiftung, the political foundation and think tank related to the
German Christian Democratic Union (CDU). She is a graduate from
Humboldt-University of Berlin where she completed a Master of
Science degree in Business Administration, Management, and
Economics. Her studies led her to Italy as an Erasmus student
and as a scholar to the United States where she spent two
semesters with the American University, Washington DC. There
she worked in the House of Representatives and with the Business
Council for International Understanding. She also interned with
German Lloyd in Shanghai, China and wrote her Master’s thesis
in South Africa where she spent eight months in Johannesburg.
Before moving to Brussels she was an adviser in the German
Bundestag and dealt with financial and taxation issues.
From the beginning of her studies Eva has been active in politics.
She was attracted to student and education politics through
RCDS, a member organisation of EDS. She was Chairwoman in
the ‘North-East’ region, comprising three federal states and served
several terms as member of the Student Parliament and leader of
the centre-right student groups at Humboldt-University. In the term
of 2008-2010 Eva was even a Senator at her university. She has
also been active for CDU and Junge Union in local and state-level
politics, sitting on the board of CDU Berlin and CDU Brandenburg.
Convinced that education is the key to creating a European
identity, she joined EDS first during Summer University 2009 in
Cyprus, then for Winter Universities 2011 and 2012 in Brussels
and Zagreb before being elected Vice-Chair in 2012 during
Summer University in Sopron, Hungary. She was responsible
for membership and external representation before being
elected Chairwoman of EDS during Summer University 2013
in Berlin, Germany. Eva has led EDS to become once again
the strong voice of the centre-right students of Europe.

Andrey
Novakov

was born in Pazardzhik, Bulgaria. He studied at SouthWest University in Blagoevgrad where he received his
bachelor’s degree in Public Administration in 2011. He
continued his education with a master’s degree in Law
and he fully qualified as a lawyer in April 2013 .
Andrey was a candidate to be a Member of the European
Parliament for GERB in the last European elections in May 2014.
In the national elections in Bulgaria in 2013 he was nominated
as a parliamentary candidate and actively participated in
the election campaign for the 42nd National Assembly.
During his studies Andrey was elected as Chairman of the Student
Parliament for two terms. As Chairman he dealt with all matters
related to student self-management and students’ rights.
He currently works in public relations in Municipality of
Blagoevgrad as a part of the mayor’s team. His main duties
concern project management with one of his current projects
being European satellite and navigation competition.
In September 2012 Andrey was elected Coordinator
of the local branch of MGERB in Blagoevgrad.

BUREAU

Anna
Masna

was born in Ternopil, Ukraine. She studied at the
Institute of Economics and Entrepreneurship in Ternopil
where she graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
Marketing in 2004. Afterwards, she studied at the
European University in Kyiv and graduated from there
with a Master’s degree in Marketing in 2006. At the
same time as this she was studying in the Institute
of Political Sciences of the National Academy of
Sciences of Ukraine in Kyiv where she graduated with
a Master’s degree in Political Sciences in 2007. Anna
is now teaching at the European University in Kyiv
where she is also studying for her Doctor’s degree.
From a young age Anna has been active in the
political and civic life of Ukraine and she participated
in the Ukrainian Orange Revolution in 2004. Since
2003 Anna has been a member of the Ukrainian
political party Christian Democratic Union. In 2010
she became International Secretary of its students’
organisation Ukrainian Students Association. In the
2012-2013 working year Anna was nominated as
Director of European Integration in the EDS Bureau.
She was elected to the position of Vice-Chairwoman
of EDS in August 2013. She was also active in the
2013-2014 Euromaidan protests in Ukraine.

Florian
Weinberger

is currently enrolled in the Agricultural and Food Economics
graduate programme at the University of Natural Resources
and Life Sciences in Vienna, Austria. He has been active in
higher education politics since his second semester, holding
various positions at the university as well as in the national
Student Parliament during the 2009-2011 term. In 2010 he
was elected as a Vice-Chair of the University Senate, being
one of the first students in Austria to hold this position.
Within AktionsGemeinschaft, Florian served as spokesperson
and board member at his university as well as International
Secretary of the national organisation. He also represented
Austria on the Board of the European Student Union. His
first contact with European education politics was within
ELLS, the European Network of Life Science Universities, as
well as in EU-funded TEMUS projects on the Balkans and in
Kazakhstan working on the implementation and strengthening
of student self-governing bodies. Florian´s first EDS event
was in 2010 and in the following years he has served twice
as Co-Chair of the Permanent Working Group on Higher
Education and Research and currently as an EDS Vice-Chair.

BUREAU

Georgios
Chatzigeorgiou
was born in Larnaca, Cyprus. He studied Law at the University of
Lancaster in the United Kingdom from which he graduated in July
2013. After the completion of his degree Georgios decided to become
a barrister at law and therefore continued his studies at the University of
Law. He completed the barrister’s course in June 2014 and he expects
to be called to the Bar of England and Wales in October 2014. As an
aspiring barrister, Georgios is a member of Lincoln’s Inn, one of the four
Inns of Court in London. Next year he will continue his studies in Law by
undertaking a Master’s in Corporate Law at University College London.

Georgios has participated in national and local youth politics since the age of
15. In 2005 he became a member of the Cypriot Parliament of Adolescents
and the next year he joined the NEDISY’s pupil organisation, MAKI. He served
MAKI as Vice-Chairman in 2007 and Chairman in 2008. From 2006 to 2008
he was an elected member of his high school executive committee and
became its Chairman in 2008. During those years he was therefore a member
of the District and National Student Union. Georgios joined FPK Protoporia
in 2010 and his active involvement in EDS as a delegate of FPK Protoporia
started at the Winter University in Lviv, Ukraine. Georgios was elected EDS
Vice-Chairman at the last Summer University in Berlin, Germany. During his
term as a Vice-Chairman his main responsibilities have included fundraising,
amendments to statutes and the student entrepreneurship project.

Ingrid
Hopp

is studying for a master’s in financial economics at the
University of Agder and currently lives in Kristiansand. Ingrid
has been a member of the Norwegian Young Conservatives
since the age of 15 and was the Leader of one of the district
branches in Oslo for 3 years as well as holding a seat on the
Youth City Council in Oslo for one year. Ingrid joined Høyres
Studenter (HS) in 2009 during her first year at university. She
quickly became the Leader of the Kristiansand branch of HS
and acted as the University of Agder’s delegate to the HS
National Council until 2010, when she was elected to the
National Board. In 2011 Ingrid was elected Vice-President
of HS and was re-elected for another term in 2013.
Ingrid has a broad experience in the field of higher education
and research policies. She has been active in local and
national student politics for the past four years, held a seat
in the Student Parliament and was elected as president of
the Economic Students’ Association at the Kristiansand
Business school in 2011. Ingrid has been an active delegate
to EDS and chaired the HS International Committee since
2010, been EDS Vice-Chair for two terms and is now
EDS Secretary General for the current working year.

BUREAU

Ivan
Burazin

lives in Split, Croatia where he studies National
Security at the Faculty of Forensic Sciences. He also
has a bachelor’s degree in Administrative Law. Ivan
has been an active member of SO HSS since 2009
when he was elected Chairman of the local branch
in Split. In 2012 he was elected Vice-Chairman of
SO HSS. In 2013 he was elected Vice-Chairman of
HSS in Split. Ivan has been an active delegate to EDS
since 2011 as member of the SO HSS delegation and
was EDS Co-Chairman for the Permanent Working
Group for Human Rights in the 2012-2013 working
year. During his term as a Vice Chairman in the EDS
Bureau, Ivan was responsible for Fundraising, Social
Media and the Student Entrepreneurship Project.

Mikkel
Wrang

is studying for a master of laws at the University of Copenhagen
from where he already holds an undergraduate degree in Law.
He is currently undertaking an Erasmus exchange in Austria,
studying at the Faculty of Law at University of Vienna and
also living in Vienna. Mikkel has been a member of the Young
Conservatives of Denmark since he was 14 years’ old and
served as a Vice-Chairman of that organisation for three years.
Mikkel been active in the Konservative Studerende (KS) since
2009 and helped re-found the KS Copenhagen branch. He
has since been the Chairman of the Conservative Lawyer’s
Club and since 2013 has served as Vice-Chairman of KS.
Mikkel is very dedicated to higher education and research
policies. He has served as member of the Academic
Board of the Law Faculty since 2013. Mikkel has been
International Secretary of KS since 2011 and his first EDS
event was the 2012 Winter University in Zagreb. He was
appointed as Co-Chairman of the Permanent Working
Group for Higher Education and Research for the 20132014 year but after a special election at the Council Meeting
in Split he was elected as a Vice-Chairman of EDS.

BUREAU

Teele
Holmberg

lives in Tallinn, Estonia. Teele graduated from the
University of Tallinn with a bachelor’s degree in Recreation
and has a master’s degree from the University of
Tartu Social Sciences and European Studies.
She works in the Estonian Parliament as an advisor to the
Parliamentary Faction of IRL (the centre-right conservative
party of Estonia). In addition to this, since 2010 Teele has
been responsible for the administration of IRL’s events and
campaigns. She is also an active member of IRL Youth and her
responsibilities mean her work is strongly related to working as
part of a team and making strategy with the board of IRLY.
She has been active in EDS since the Policy Days in
Georgia in 2012. She was elected as an EDS Co-Chairman
and contributed to the EDS Permanent Working Group
on Policies for Europe in the topics of the Common
Agricultural Policy, energy and cyber security.
She believes in a responsible conservative mindset for the
European youth. There is a need to continue to develop
those core values among European students that are
important for the European project - democracy, human
rights and the principle of economic responsibility.

Vassilis
Sakellaris

was born in Thessaloniki, Greece. He is currently
studying Mining and Metallurgical Engineering at
the National Technical University of Athens.
Vassilis has been active in politics from a young age. He was
a member of the Junior Parliament as the rapporteur for the
Public Administration, Public order and Justice Committee
during the 2009-2010 term. He was also a member of
MAKI, the pupils’ organisation, from 2009 to 2011.
He has been active in DAP-NDFK Greece since he started
university in 2011. In 2012 he became head of the branch in
the faculty of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering as well
as the spokesman of the organisation in the General Student
Assembly, positions that he still holds. He was elected to the
students board of the faculty in 2012, 2013 and again in 2014.
Vassilis is also active in youth organisations, being a member
of the International Committee of ONNED. He came to
EDS in the 2013 Summer University in Berlin where he was
appointed Co-Chair of the Permanent Working Group on
Policies for Europe. A few months later, he was elected as
Vice-Chairman at the 2014 Winter University in Budapest.

BUREAU

Virgilio
Falco

has been the Deputy Secretary General
of EDS since January 2014.
He is also the StudiCentro national spokesperson
and the coordinator of the education
committee of the Italian Youth Council. He
is currently studying law in Rome.
As Deputy Secretary General, Virgilio is responsible
for assisting member organisations in their
relationship with EDS, taking care of financial
administration and managing relations with the EPP
under the supervision of the Secretary-General. He
also travels to Brussels to provide the necessary
technical support to events organised by EDS.
He is part of the social media team and
monitors the presence of EDS in the press.
In Italy he writes for several magazines and
newspapers on the topics of education and
politics. He has been questioned several times
by Parliament and the Ministry of Education on
reforms to the school and the university system.
Virgilio believes in a Europe based on its shared
ethical, historical and cultural values.

BUREAU
REPORTS

Leadership, Priorities and
Representation

The fresh working year had the Executive Bureau commence its work on the
day just after the EDS Annual Meeting in Berlin where the elections for the
new leadership had taken place. The Bureau gathered not only to distribute
tasks but more importantly to discuss the aims of the working year ahead:
which policies should be focussed upon? Where are we heading to? The day
was spent discussing these questions and also used to interview and select
the future Co-Chairmen of the respective working groups.
The Bureau had taken a new approach to its work, moving away from just
covering core duties and responsibilities to a more project (and outcome)
oriented way of work. Thus, the overall coordination within the bureau
changed – the work was handled in closer cooperation as well as in
smaller groups and task forces and it was monitored more thoroughly than
before. At the same time, the Bureau stuck to the good tradition of holding
Bureau meetings during EDS events ahead of Council Meetings and via
Skype throughout the working year in order to stay constantly updated.
In addition, three extraordinary Bureau meetings were held: one meeting
was held in Budapest, Hungary at the beginning of the working year at the
same time as training for EDS Co-Chairmen; one in Vienna, Austria around
halfway through the term in order to evaluate the work done so far and to
re-assess priorities and tactics; and the third (informal) one after the EPP
Congress in Dublin, Ireland to finalise the strategy for the elections to the
European Parliament. A full list of meetings and attendances can be found
further on in this report.
During the working year, the work of and within the Bureau could seem at
times overwhelming and excessive. Nonetheless, the projects we tackled
were completed and turned into great successes: we established new
event formats and strengthened our imprint in the EPP and beyond. The
Bureau grew into a team; every challenge strengthened the ties among all
of us. Friendships and trust that will last a lifetime are one of the results that
cannot be measured from the outside but will certainly prove themselves
within European Politics!
Policies and their Priorities
EDS has proven over the previous decades that its strengths lie in
shaping policies for the student generation. Yet these policies and EDS’s
viewpoints were not always communicated sufficiently to the EPP, the
Brussels Institutions or member organisations. Therefore, the Bureau

chose to follow three main policy fields in the working year 2013/2014:
e-learning, student mobility, and youth entrepreneurship.
These topics were not only promoted through leaflets that were presented and posted to all member organisations but moreover these topics
laid the groundwork for our policy work within the EPP. To complement
this, EDS created a general flyer to introduce the policies EDS is working
on as well EDS’s work in its entirety: a tool that helps our member
organisations explain to their members about their involvement at a
European level.
The resolutions submitted to the Political Assembly (PA) were based
on those topics that were at times the main themes for our events
throughout the year. All resolutions submitted to the EPP were adopted
unanimously. Additionally, all ideas presented by EDS were implemented
in the ‘Action Programme 2014 – 2019’ which is, now that the EPP has
won the European Parliamentary elections and remains the strongest
political party group, laying the ground for the work of the EPP Group in
the European Parliament. For the year ahead it will depend on the new
Executive Bureau of EDS to turn these ideas into concrete proposals for
the European Parliament. Within the EPP family, EDS engagement was
also heightened: three events were organised and held together with
SME Europe; EDS was invited and represented at meetings of YEPP,
together with which the Youth Manifesto was developed; and moreover
participating actively at events of EPP Women and the European Senior
Citizens’ Union. These efforts strengthened EDS’s associations with the
EPP as a whole.
Work with the Commission was started anew. To raise its concern regarding
the Youth Guarantee, EDS participated in the hearings and conferences held
by the Commission, and EDS also got involved in granting feedback to proposals the Commission had tabled. Through these actions, EDS’s viewpoints
were heard within our party family more strongly than in the previous years.
Outside the EPP family, EDS also raised its activity and was invited to speak
at such events as the Global Forum of the OECD and Online EDUCA, the
world’s biggest fair for digital-supported learning.
Alumni
The EDS Executive Bureau discussed the establishment of an alumni club
open to all former EDS participants. In order to gear up for its inception, the
database of alumni was reviewed and extended. During the first Council
Meeting in Brussels and Ghent (September 2013) and during the Winter
University (February 2014), EDS invited its alumni to encourage other alumni
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to get on board for the official kick-off of the EDS Alumni Club that is planned
for the start of 2015.
To sum up, EDS more than doubled its fundraising, reached out and beyond
to new partners and to promote its ideas, and strengthened its network. We
stand firm together stronger as ever.
On a personal note, as Chairman of EDS I would like to thank again everyone
from the Bureau, the Secretariat as well as everyone from the EPP family –
staff from the European Parliament, the institutions and especially the EPP
headquarters – for the support we received throughout the working year.
Thank you for your advice and your trust in us!

Secreteriat

The main responsibilities of the Secretariat of EDS are to manage the dayto-day running of the organisation at the EDS Office, to handle the budget
and finances of EDS and to provide support for the other EDS officers in
their tasks. The Secretariat also handles most of the communication with
member organisations and the Council, communicates with event organisers, and maintains institutional relations, especially with our parent party
the EPP, but also with other related organisations.
In the working year 2013/2014 the Secretariat was composed of the
Secretary General, who worked for EDS on a voluntary basis, and the
Deputy Secretary General, who worked at the EDS office on a professional
basis. The Secretariat divided its tasks internally according to the situation
at hand. During the working year the EDS office at Rue du Commerce 10,
Brussels, was open daily on weekdays except during events.
Event Management
During the working year 2013/2014 the Secretariat worked with event
host organisations to ensure that EDS’s standards were met and that
participants could get the most out of each event. The Secretariat always
handled event registration procedures and drafted appropriate lists for the
organisers. The Secretariat also handled most of the pre-event communication towards member organisations and participants. Events included the
statutory Winter and Summer University, the Seminar & Council Meetings
in Ghent, Athens and Split, the Policy Days in Kiev, the Students Forum in
Vienna, and the Missions to Ukraine and the Balkans. The Secretariat has
also been working on the preparation for the first Council Meeting of the
next working year in Moldova and the planning of the events of the working
year 2014-15.

Representation
The Secretariat represented EDS during the working year in the EPP Political
Assemblies and Working Groups, as well as at other external events. These
include representation in IYDU, in the European Youth Forum and other
related events to EDS’s activities.
Finances
The Secretariat worked together with EDS Chairman for the preparation of
the annual audit review. The Secretariat received a completely clean Auditors’ Report for the 2013 fiscal year. This year EDS also made changes to its
bookkeeping practices and changed the template for budgeting.

Reaching Out

The working year 2013/2014 welcomed many new faces to EDS; among
them entirely new contacts from countries where there hasn’t been any
contact before, friends we had been in touch with previously as well as
members that had not been active in EDS for some time and were motivated to join again in the activities of EDS. With the beginning of its working
year, EDS welcomed FR-LDK Kosovo (Forumi Rinor – Lidhja Demokratike e
Kosoves) as a full member of EDS. Among the guests already welcomed
in the previous working year was Young Democratic Choice (Russia)
who continued its regular participation in EDS events and provided us
throughout the year with insights into Russia and the Russian government
that were of great help for our work related to all concerns regarding the
Eastern Partnership countries.
In the Council Meeting in Ghent we welcomed friends from CDJA Netherlands and MSN Italy for the first time. FR-PD Albania, LFSA Lebanon,
OT-PNTCD Romania and the Youth of the New Azerbaijan Party joined the
Council Meeting in Athens – some of them having continued to attend meetings ever since – being old friends and companions from the past.
CDS Belgium on the other hand chose to terminate its membership after an
unsuccessful participation in the elections for the executive bureau, while
MK Poland (full members), JSD Portugal (full members) and AK Party Youth
Turkey (observer members) were expelled either due to inactivity or unsettled
debts. EDS stuck to its firm commitment to those fighting to speak up in their
countries. In such a capacity, EDS continued to support the Young Front from
Belarus so that our member organisation was able to participate on a regular
basis in EDS activities and events.
Other new faces in EDS during the working year were reached through new

event formats: during EDS’ First Students Forum in Vienna we welcomed
the Youth of Nuovo Centrodestra for the first time as well as members from
SMD Poland (the Youth Organisation of Platforma Obywatelska) which have
continued their participation from then on. The Balkan Trip in June was another perfect occasion to reach out to possible new members and engage with
those contacts that we have also made thanks to, for example, the Robert
Schuman Institute and Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung. These include various
youth and student organisations in Serbia, Albania, Montenegro, and Bosnia
and Herzegovina. During travels of the EDS Executive Bureau and Secretariat, new connections with the College Republicans (USA), the Moderate
Students (Sweden), NIPA (Azerbaijan), and Batkyvchyna and UDAR Youth
from Ukraine were established.
These and others also met EDS in Brussels, where EDS welcomed many of
the current member organisations visiting the city. Moreover, meetings with
Unio de Joves and Juventudes Popular (both Spain) were held. All in all, the
year has been an utmost success from the perspective of establishing new
bridges and cooperative links. The Summer University in Tallinn will see new
applicants: EDS will receive all applications for full and observer membership
as well as for associate and affiliate membership!

Fundraising

Vice Chairmen Chatzigeorgiou and Burazin, in close cooperation with
Chairman Majewski and Secretary General Hopp, completed two Council of
Europe grant applications. These applications included an international activity grant and a structural grant. Both of these applications were successful
and managed to raise the significant amount of €43,000 which was used
to fund the Youth vs. Extremism event in Split, Croatia and to cover many of
EDS’s administrative expenses. Vice Chairmen Chatzigeorgiou and Burazin,
in cooperation with Deputy Secretary General Virgilio Falco, also prepared
the follow-up reports which the Council of Europe requires after sponsored
events before it will proceed with the final payments of grants awarded to
EDS.
Vice Chairmen Chatzigeorgiou and Burazin have also prepared an additional funding application to the European Endowment for Democracy. They
decided to leave this to the next Executive Board for submission as EDS had
already organised a large number of events for the working year 2013-2014.
Together with Secretary General Hopp they also started work on a new
Council of Europe funding application. The two Vice Chairmen have therefore
prepared a fundraising strategy which the new EDS Bureau can follow in

order to fund future activities of the organisation. Finally, Vice Chairmen
Chatzigeorgiou and Burazin provided minor assistance to the Chairman and
Secretariat in the preparation of other small funding applications.

Statutory Changes

Vice Chairman Chatzigeorgiou drafted four statutory motions intended to
remove any ambiguities that existed within the EDS statutes. The first
amendment concerned the abolition of the ‘Reserved Fund’, a controversial
provision which had been discussed for quite a long time at EDS Council
Meetings. Other amendments were concerned with the clarification of
the powers to approve expenses, the election of deputy auditors and
the abolition of the extra vote awarded to member organisations by their
participation in EDS Working Groups. The last amendment was proposed due
to discussions which took place at the last Summer University in Berlin. All
of these motions were presented to the EDS Council at the Winter University
in Budapest and the first three were adopted by the Council. Vice Chairman
Chatzigeorgiou, in cooperation with his organisation FPK Protoporia and HS
Norway, suggested the abolition of the extra vote awarded to organisations
which participate in extra-ordinary PWG meetings and the EDS Council
approved this amendment.
Vice-Chairman Chatzigeorgiou provided advice on any legal issues which the
EDS Executive Bureau came across and together with Chairman Majewski
they signed all legal correspondence on behalf of the EDS Bureau. Finally,
Vice-Chairman Chatzigeorgiou in line with his ordinary responsibilities interpreted the statutes for other Bureau members when required.

Youth Entrepreneurship

At the beginning of the working year, Vice-Chairmen Chatzigeorgiou and
Burazin decided to bring into action the idea which emerged last year concerning ‘Youth Entrepreneurship’. At the first Bureau Meeting they expressed
their desire to work on the project and they immediately started work on it.
The first part of the project was presented at the Council Meeting in Ghent,
Belgium where the Council unanimously adopted the conference resolution
which they drafted: ‘Entrepreneurship in Higher Education’. This particular
resolution included a number of measures which can assist in creating an
entrepreneurial mindset in the young generation. Subsequent to the adoption
of the resolution they continued their work by having several Skype meetings
in order to discuss the way they could expand their work and promote it. As
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a result, the two Vice-Chairmen together with Vice-Chairman Novakov drafted an additional conference resolution called ‘LET ME BE! Entrepreneurship
in Higher Education’ which was presented to the Council in Athens, Greece.
The resolution was unanimously adopted and was thereafter used as the
policy paper which they campaigned on. After the adoption of this resolution
Vice-Chairmen Chatzigeorgiou and Burazin entered discussions with DISY
Cyprus and they managed to insert their Entrepreneurship resolution into the
Higher Education section of a long conference resolution presented at the
EPP Political Assembly. This was the first step in promoting their work and of
course the policies of EDS.
Following this Vice-Chairmen Chatzigeorgiou and Burazin, with the motto
‘Using knowledge to create the future’, selected three of the measures
which they had proposed earlier and created the ‘Entrepreneurship in Higher
Education’ flyer which they used to campaign at the EPP Congress, at the
campaign days organised by EDS in 50 university cities and in several other
events which EDS organised or participated in. Their next step is to contact
the Commissioner for Education and small and medium enterprises in order
to get their measures enacted at a European and national level.

EXTERNAL

REPRESENTATION

DATE:

WHAT:

ORGANISER:

PLACE:

WHO:

AUG. 8-9

SO-HSS: Summer School

SO HSS

Zadar, Croatia

Eva Majewski

AUG. 09

Meeting with Leadership of SAU Slovenia

SAU

Ljubljana / Bled, Slovenia

Eva Majewski

AUG. 10

Aktionsgemeinschaft Sommertreffen

AG

Spittal an der Drau, Austria

Eva Majewski

AUG. 23-25

Parliamentary Elections

HS

Oslo, Norway

Eva Majewski

SEP. 3

Young Representatives from the Eastern
Partnership

RSI - Robert
Schuman Institute

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Ingrid Hopp

SEP. 4

Youth Conference: Creating New Opportunities
for the Young Generation

European
Parliament

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

SEP. 5

Working Group 1: Election Manifesto

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Ingrid Hopp, Florian
Weinberger

SEP. 5-6

Political Assembly

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Ingrid Hopp, Florian
Weinberger

SEP. 13

Face-to-face Consultation for Statutory Changes

EYF - European
Youth Forum

Brussels, Belgium

Ingrid Hopp

SEP. 17

KAS Ukraine

KAS

Brussels, Belgium

Ingrid Hopp

SEP. 19

Launch of the MyVote14

EYF

Brussels, Belgium

Ingrid Hopp

SEP. 24 /25

Meeting with Leadership of European Parliament
and MEPs

European
Parliament

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

Panel Discussion on Youth Unemployment

EYF

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

AUGUST:

SEPTEMBER:

OCTOBER:
OCT. 1

EXTERNAL REPRESENTATION
OCT. 2

Presentation of EDS and its policy goals, KS
Denmark

EDS

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

OCT. 3-6

YEPP: Council of Presidents

YEPP

Bucharest, Romania

Eva Majewski, Ingrid Hopp

OCT. 14

The Greek German Youth Summit

KAS

Berlin, Germany

Eva Majewski

OCT. 15

PPYO - Party Political Youth Organization meeting
with the EYF

EYF

Brussels, Belgium

Ingrid Hopp

OCT. 15

Memorial of Konstantinos Karamanlis

KAS

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Ingrid Hopp

OCT. 17

EPP Working Group 1, Presentation of the Youth
Manifesto

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Ingrid Hopp

OCT. 19

State Funeral of Wilfried Martens

EPP

Gent, Belgium

Eva Majewski

OCT. 21

Discussant at Labour Law Conference

European
Commission

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

OCT. 24-28

Future Leaders Forum

IDU

Washington, USA

Eva Majewski, Ingrid Hopp

OCT. 27-30

Roundtable discussion on Youth Rights

EYF

Strasbourg, France

Ivan Burazin

NOV. 6

Working Group 3

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

NOV. 6

"Europe, SMEs, Youth - the Future of E-learning"

SME Europe,
EDS, YEPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Florian Weinberger

NOV. 7

EPP Senior Congress

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

NOV. 07

Presentation of EDS and its policy goals, AG
Austria

EDS

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

NOV. 8-9

TK Congress

TK

Helsinki, Finland

Eva Majewski

NOV. 10

Study visit

IRLY

Tallinn, Estonia

Eva Majewski

NOVEMBER:

NOV. 10-12

Paris Youth Summit for Quality Jobs

EYF

Paris, France

Ingrid Hopp

NOV. 11-12

Political Assembly

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Florian Weinberger

NOV. 13

Panel: "Internships"

EYF

Brussels, Belgium

Ingrid Hopp

NOV. 14

Presentation of EDS, its policy goals, and
involvement on the European level, SDM Malta

EP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Ingrid Hopp

NOV. 15

CATALONIAN Student Group

EDS

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Ingrid Hopp

NOV. 22-24

TLDM Congress

TLDM

Chisinau, Moldova

Eva Majewski

NOV. 22-24

European Youth Forum: Council of Members

EYF

Thessaloniki, Greece

Ingrid Hopp

NOV. 26

CES Panel: Youth Entrepreneurship

CES

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

NOV. 26

EPP Working Group 4, Climate Change and
Energy

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Florian Weinberger

NOV. 27

European Conference "Creativity, Innovation,
Learning",

Confindustria
Veneto

Brussels, Belgium

Florian Weinberger

NOV. 29

Presentation of EDS and its policy goals, FMSF
Sweden

FMSF

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

DEC. 5/6

ONLINE EDUCA Panel Discussion: MOOCs and
life-long learning

ONLINE EDUCA

Berlin, Germany

Eva Majewski

DEC. 19

EPP Summit

EPP

Meisje, Belgium

Eva Majewski

DECEMBER:

JANUARY:
JAN. 3

Protoporia - Remembering the beginning

Cyprus

Giorgos Chatzigeorgiou, Ingrid Hopp

JAN. 17-19

RCDS Session of Gremia and Alumni Network

Berlin, Germany

Eva Majewski
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JAN. 21

EPP Working Group 1: Final Discussion on EPP
Action Programme 2014-2019

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

JAN. 24-26

MST Congress

Stockholm, Sweden

Ingrid Hopp

JAN. 24-26

EuroMaidan

Kiev, Ukraine

Eva Majewski

JAN. 27-28

EPP Political Assembly

Brussels, Belgium

Eva M, Ingrid H, Virgilio F, Viivika M

JAN. 29-30

EU-Russian Cooperation

Moscow, Russia

Ingrid Hopp

JAN. 30-31

EPP Campaign Managers Meeting

EPP

Vienna, Austria

Eva Majewski

FEB. 10

EPP Working Group 2

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

FEB. 11

TDL Romania: Policy Briefing and EDS 2014
Agenda Presentation

KAS

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

FEB. 15

GERB Congress

Sofia, Bulgaria

Eva Majewski

FEB. 22-24

Party Congress UDC

Rome, Italy

Eva Majewski

EPP

FEBRUARY:

MARCH:
MAR. 3

Treasure your Vote, Panel Discussion

Brussels Press
Club

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

MAR. 20

EPP Summit

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

MAR. 25

Publication Launch: Young Politics

Martens Centre

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

MAR. 25-27

Congress of Local and Regional authorities of the
Council of Europe

Strasbourg, France

Anna Masna

MAR. 26

UDAR Youth, Policy Briefing

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Julien Sassel

MAR. 26

Remarks by President Obama

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Ingrid Hopp

MAR. 31 - APR 1

EUPAS founding meeting

Brussels, Belgium

Ingrid Hopp, Florian W.

MAR. 31 - APR 1

Scenario Initiative on the Future of Parties

Cadenabbia, Italy

Eva Majewski

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

APRIL:
APR. 02

Why Vote? Panel Discussion at Study Visit

EPP CoR

APR. 03

EDS and Younth Entrepreneuship, Young
Economic Chamber Germany

Berlin, Germany

Eva Majewski

APR. 03

Youth employment – what next?

Brussels, Belgium

Artur Issaev

APR. 3-6

YEPP Council Meeting:"Citizens first"

Nicosia,Cyprus

Vassilis Sakellaris

APR. 08

Panel Discussion with Trade Unions

Spring Alliance
/ EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

APR. 09

How Brussels works - Study visit

RSI - Robert
Schuman Institute

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

APR. 25-27

EYF COMEM

Brussels, Belgium

Artur Issaev

APR. 28

EU Presidential Debate

Maastricht

Virgilio Falco, Florian Weinberger,
Alessandro Zunino

APR. 30

PPYO - Party Political Youth Organization meeting
with the EYF

EYF

Brussels, Belgium

Virgilio Falco

MAY. 05-06

OECD Global Forum: Panel on Netizen
Empowerment

OECD

Paris, France

Eva Majewski

MAY. 05

UniMét: Discussion about EDS Policies and
Priorities

Paris, France

Eva Majewski

MAY. 09

50 Cities Campaign

EU

All of EDS

MAY

EDS
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MAY. 10

Visit and Election Support Platforma Obywatelska
/ SMD Poland

Warsaw, Poland

Eva Majewski

MAY. 17

EDS Campaign for EPP Parties / Nuovo
Centrodestra

Rome / Ceprano, Italy

Eva Majewski

MAY. 26

EPP Summit

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski

JUN. 02-03

EPP Political Assembly

EPP

Brussels, Belgium

Eva Majewski, Virgilio Falco, Alssandro
Zunino

JUN. 26

CoE Conference of the INGOs

CoE

Strasbourg, France

Eva Majewski

JUN. 29-30

SDM Malta 40th Anniversary

Malta

Eva Majewski

JUNE

PERMANENT

WORKING

GROUPS

Higher Education & Research
This working term, the Permanent
Working Group on Higher Education and
Research focused on topics related to
the vital issues of students throughout
Europe, thematically working on the
following: ‘Facilitating Student Life’,
‘Increasing Language Learning’,
‘Internships: An Essential Part of Higher
Education’, ‘Entrepreneurship in Higher
Education’ ‘European Digital University’,
’Harmonizing the Academic Calendars
in the European Higher Education Area.’
Many of the important issues for the
students in Europe remain unad-

dressed, so the Co-Chair team worked
on raising the awareness on these
topics, for example on equipping
students with soft skills , helping them
in their future careers, tackling
bureaucracy, etc. The motions that
were created in the working group
were all aimed at informing on student
issues and making concrete
suggestions on facilitating university life,
offering students better curricula, recognizing and rewarding extra-curricular
activity such as internships. All in all, the
efforts aimed at recognition of more

practical experience and actual skills,
which later play a role on the job
market.
Promoting digitalized education, with
more online courses and whole majors
offered completely through the means
of digital supported learning, will make
education more flexible and affordable.
It brings higher education ahead in the
digital era and minimizes bureaucracy.
It is important, also for the realization
later on in a professional life, to
encourage the entrepreneurial spirit of
students by introducing business-

supported initiatives and establishing a
link between universities and start-up
incubators, establishing multi-
disciplinary programmes and giving the
students the chance to gain knowledge
and practical skills.
The team saw all of these issues as
very important for the students and the
European Higher Education as a
whole-issues that need immediate
actions and solutions.
The work of the Permanent Working
Group for Higher Education and
Research was highly recognized also
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within the EPP, with several of its
motions being unanimously adopted.

The Co-Chairmen:
Dimitar Keranov is International Secretary

of RCDS Germany and recently graduated
from the Free University of Berlin with a
degree in Political Science.
Mikkel Wrang is the International
Secretary of KS Denmark and is studying
Law at the University of Copenhagen. He is
currently on Erasmus exchange in Vienna.
Veera Ylimaunu is former member of
the Board of Executives of TK Finland. She
studies Political Science in Jyvaskyla.

Human Rights
During the working year 2013-2014,
the Permanent Working Group (PWG)
on Human Rights was chaired by Ivan
Shyla, Krisztina Csillag and Vladimir
Neloski.
The first meeting of the PWG on
Human Rights was held in Ghent
in September 2013. During the
mentioned meeting, following
motions were discussed: “LGBT rights
in Russia” and “Women’s right for
abortion”. For sure the discussion
that took place during this meeting
was the most intense and longest
of all during this working year. The
respected participants coming from
many organisations spent five hours
on it. These motions were adopted by
the participants of the PWG and put
forward to the Council meeting for
further reviewing and voting.
In Athens, the Permanent Working
Group on Human Rights discussed a
motion regarding refugees in Syria,
the international crises that is steadily
taking over the entire country of
Syria and the surrounding region and
the horrible conditions that Syrian
refugees face with in their everyday
struggle for survival. This motion was
adopted at the Council meeting.
During the EDS event organized at the
beginning of 2014 in Budapest, when
serious events were taking place in
Ukraine, the accent was put on the
human rights situation in Ukraine

and the necessity of more active
involvement of all European countries
and youth in supporting the Ukrainian
will for a European future. During this
event, the PWG also discussed the
women participation in decision-making process and the necessity of more
gender balance policies on all levels.
Last but not least, during the EDS
event in Split, Croatia, we focused on
the deteriorating situation on human
rights in Azerbaijan. Additionally, the
unacceptable situation for Christians
in the Middle East was pointed out.

The Co-Chairmen:
Vladimir Neloski is President of the
Youth Forces Union of VMRO-DPMNE and
currently is a student at the State University
“Ss. Cyril and Methodius” from Skopje.
Ivan Shyla from Belarus is currently
serving as Vice-Chair of Young Front Belarus
and studies in Poland.
Krisztina Csillag is a member of ODM
Slovakia where she studies.
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Policies for Europe
The Permanent Working Group Policies
for Europe was chaired by Marko Kmetič
(SAU, Slovenia), Vassilis Sakellaris
(DAP-NDFK, Greece), and Gueorg
Danielov (MGERB Bulgaria). The Co-Chair
team were fully engaged with the policies
of European Parliament elections, data
retention, terrorism and energy diversification. All the selected topics have proven
to be beneficial for student youth politics.
The academic year started with a
planning session of the working group
discussing and planning the outline of the
working year and which topics should
be discussed. This year was the year of
European Elections thus our focus was
on highlighting the issue on bringing
young voters to the poles. The issue was
highly debated at the September Council
Meeting in Ghent, resulting in an adoption
of the motion at the December Council
Meeting in Athens. The 1st council
meeting in the academic year presented
the motion on Mega events, which
criticizes the lavish state funding for big
events, meanwhile there exists a general
public disagreement on the matter since
at the same place and time civil issues
such as poverty and famine are not given
the same amount of attention. Also,
proven to be of high importance was the
“Data Retention Surveillance” motion
which calls upon an increased protection
of individuals´ rights considering the
control over one’s personal information
and communication. Information gathered
through signal intelligence for national

security should be processed in a way
that respects the privacy of individuals.
The Athens Council Meeting adopted two
important motions. Previously mentioned
the motion “Youth participation in EU
elections in 2014” and the motion about
the rising phenomenon of violence.
The central topic of discussion at the
Winter University in Budapest was
terrorism. We also worked on the motion,
the Establishment of Innovation and
Technological Development fund in the
EU countries, which was passed to the
Council. Additionally, the Working Group
developed a motion on Cooperation of
Israeli and Palestinian coworkers.
Furthermore, in Budapest we started the
debate on energy diversification, and the
debate was followed during our Council
Meeting in Split. The aim was to ensure
the political and energy independence
by searching for greener and more
renewable sources of energy and at the
same time maximizing Europe’s potential
of energy self-sufficiency.

The Co-Chairmen:
Gueorg Danielov is member of MGERB
Bulgaria. He is studying Political Science at
University of Sofia.
Marko Kmetič is the Chairman of the
Slovenian Academic Union. He is in his final
year of his studies in theology at the University
of Ljubljana.
Vassilis Sakellaris is the head of one of
the departments of DAP-NDFK Greece at the
National Technical University of Athens, where
he studies Mining and Metallurgical Engineering.
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RESOLUTIONS

CONFERENCE
RESOLUTION

“Dialogue of Cultures in Politics”
Council Meeting // Ghent, Belgium // 28th of September 2013

Dialogue has always played a key role
in Europe, both dividing and uniting
the continent. Throughout history
dialogues have emerged and disappeared. They have taken a variety of
forms, whether physical, ideological,
political, religious, cultural, economic
and ethnic.
Over time, the meaning of dialogue,
especially in the terms of politics has
changed significantly. Development of
dialogue between states and nations
is a prerequisite to never repeat the
mistakes of the past. And historically
speaking, dialogue has always been
a factor of unification in Europe
while cultures and their differences
may have been a source of division
within our continent. The numerous
cross-border cultural events that
prompted the cohesion and promote
good relations across the continent
are testament to the successful dialogue between our different cultures
and nations.
Today, the European Union again
plays a major role in promoting
intercultural dialogue. But what
stands behind those words? Actually,
the open and respectful exchange of
views between individuals and groups
belonging to different cultures leads
to a deeper understanding of the
other’s world perception. In Europe’s

recent history one year more than
any other has stood out as a symbol
of intercultural dialogue in politics 2008. That year was a turning point
in which relations in terms of culture
and unification become a constant
part in political life in Europe. The year
2008 was designated the “European
Year of Intercultural Dialogue” by the
European Parliament and Member
States of the European Union. It
draws attention of Europeans to the
importance of dialogue within diversity and between diverse cultures.
In this sense, intercultural dialogue
processes are to go beyond a
mere ‘tolerance of the other’ and
can involve creative abilities that
convert challenges and insights into
innovative processes and new forms
of expression. The “shared space”
in which such processes take place
need not be physical, and may be
situated in the media or in a virtual
environment.

cultural dialogue in terms of politics
- free movement of goods, capital,
services and people,
• Realising that being “united in diversity” is the only way to preserve
and develop the unification of Europe and promote a free, open and
modern society, European cultural
diversity and economic growth,
• Considering that the cultural
diversity also has economic, social
and political benefits, which need
to be developed and adequately
managed,
• Being aware of the internationalisation of higher education and its
cross-border nature,
• Recognising the vital importance
of increasing standards in higher
education for the European Community and acknowledging that
the dialogue between cultures, the
oldest and most fundamental mode
of democratic conversation, is an
antidote to exclusion and violence,

We, the European Democrat
Students, the student organisation of the European People’s
Party (EPP),
• Sharing the goal of an integrated
and united Europe,
• Supporting the four fundamental
freedoms, which depend on inter-

Call on the European Commission
and all Member States:
• To perceive the dialogue of cultures
and higher education not only as a
country-specific issue but also as a
European cross-border reality which
requires common benchmarks for
comparison and recognition;
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Council Meeting // Split, Croatia // 26th April 2014

• To encourage the current trend of
internationalisation in culture and
to use it as a catalyst for domestic
reform;
• To remove barriers to new forms of
mobility in knowledge, science and
culture, and to aim to foster these
as an effective capacity-building
mechanism;
• To prioritise European-wide cross
border cultural events as key tools
for encouraging cultural exchanges
and cooperation through dialogue
in the fields of culture, education,
science and creative economy;
• To focus on encouraging academic
mobility and cultural dialogue
between universities across Europe,
including partner states in non-EU
and European neighbouring states,
and facilitate their access to the European Union network of education
services and culture.
• To provide incentives for individuals
to increase their participation in
culture, science, education and
entrepreneurship.

Once again Europe faces a rise in
extremist groups, both political and
non-political.
There are many ways by which
political, religious and ideological
extremists express their intolerence
towards certain individuals and
groups. They do not hesitate to take
criminal action against the individuals
and groups they oppose as well as
innocent bystanders when fighting for
their objectives, thereby endangering
the rights and lives of others.
The rise of radical left and right wing
political groups must be acknowledged as particularily endangering for
our democratic values and achievements. In light of this, it is more
important than ever that we stand
together to fight political extremists
in order to secure the values of democracy and human rights which lay
the foundation of European unity.
Young people are particularily open to
new ideas and therefore become an
easy target for extremists. Here the
role of youth comes to play: in order
to prevent political radicalisation,
young people must raise awareness
amongst themselves as well as the
general public in order to counteract
extremism.
We, the European Democrat Stu-

dents (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
Believing that young people have the
potential to overcome the challenges
that extremism provides,
Considering radicalism and extremism
as one of the greatest threats of our
time,
Acknowledging the fight against
extremism should be a top priority for
all European countries,
Recognising that a common effort of
all countries against extremism is a
vital tool in efforts to overcome the
further threat to European security
and security abroad,
Acknowledging that common security
cooperation is an important factor in
the prevention of the development of
extremist movements and threats to
the advancement of democracy,
Being aware of the necessity for a
deeper understanding of the causes
of extremism and the importance of
the topic for higher education institutions and their students,
Call on the European Commission
and all Member States to:
• Enhance cooperation amongst
themselves in order to take effective
measures against radicalism and
extremist movements,

• Support the increased inclusion
of and attention to the study of
political, religious and ideological
extremist movements in the curricula of European higher education
institutions,
• Continue to promote and support
youth initiatives against extremism
and movements such as “Education
2020”,
• Strongly condemn any acts of
extremism on religious, national and
political grounds, and to prosecute
such acts to the highest extent of
the law across Europe.

“LET ME BE! Entrepreneurship in Higher Education”
Council Meeting // Athens, Greece // 15th of December 2013

Europe is faced with a global economic crisis and all the adverse consequences deriving from it, including
high rates of youth unemployment.
So far Europe has seemed unable to
adequately support and encourage
its youth. As a result, entrepreneurship must become the catalyst for
innovation and sustainable growth
in all European countries. To create
the necessary entrepreneurial culture
there are several important factors
such as investment, risk taking, appropriate infrastructure and of course
appropriate knowledge provided to
students through higher education.
The development of entrepreneurial
thinking amongst students is one of
the most significant factors for the
creation of an entrepreneurial environment and for that reason EDS has
always emphasised the role of higher
education institutions in achieving that.
Stimulating innovative and growth-oriented entrepreneurship is a key economic, political and societal challenge
to which universities and colleges can
contribute to a great extent.
Entrepreneurial engagement is an aspect of higher education that requires
proper support and development. Currently, traditional models of teaching
do not follow and are not in tune with
the needs of the market, nor do they

correlate with the development of
‘entrepreneurial thinking’. Teaching
the principles and processes of how
to start people’s own businesses can
increase interest in entrepreneurship.
However, the majority of entrepreneurial courses are only provided
under economics or business studies
degrees.
Moreover, there is an obvious lack of
cooperation between the job market
and higher education institutions
which creates a substantial gap
between theory and practice. There is
a need to expand existing entrepreneurial efforts and introduce more
creative and effective approaches
based on best practices already
established around the world. The
exchange of best practices is crucial
for the development of high quality
universities to the benefit of students
all around Europe. Even more
importantly, policy makers should
provide appropriate support initiatives
and implement measures which can
assist the development of a proper
young entrepreneurship environment.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Believe that a creative economy

which embraces structural change
is one of the most viable solutions
in dealing with the global economic
crisis;
• Recognise that Europe needs
a more entrepreneurial-friendly
environment with better incentives
for talented people;
• Acknowledge that the development of an entrepreneurial mindset
through higher education is one
of the best ways to establish a
knowledge based economy which
will encourage youth employment
and professional development;
• Recognise the need for the further
creation of business-oriented and
professional-based educational
programmes in order to develop
entrepreneurial attributes and skills
among students;
• Recognise that combining the best
practical and theoretical learning
will properly prepare students and
enrich the enterprise sector.
• Acknowledge that there is a lack of
support from public authorities for
the development of entrepreneurial
programmes,
Call on the European Commission
and all Member States to:
• Remove legal barriers which
obstruct the establishment of

innovative businesses or any cooperation between the job market
and universities;
• Promote the establishment of
business incubators and start-up
zones linked with universities;
• Encourage Member States to
adopt policies which further support and encourage the implementation of educational programmes
offering entrepreneurial courses;
• Increase awareness of all currently
available programmes for young
entrepreneurs and student mobility
programmes;
• Introduce online entrepreneurial
and start-up competitions.
Call upon the Higher Education
Institutions:
• To establish programmes under
which aspiring young entrepreneurs
will be given the chance to learn
from experienced entrepreneurs
who are doing business in other
countries. A possible example
could be “Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs” and any other cross-border exchange programmes;
• To provide cross-border incentives
for individuals and businesses
to increase their participation in
commercially oriented science,
education and innovation initiatives;
• Establish research programmes on
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entrepreneurship in order to foster
expert academics in the field of
entrepreneurship;
• Promote the establishment of
research programmes specifically
targeted toward providing young
entrepreneurs with access to the
advice of expert academics in this
field;
• To foster dialogue with alumni who
are successful entrepreneurs and
experts in their fields of work in
general;
• To encourage entrepreneurship by
supporting students in turning their
business ideas into viable start-ups,
particularly through offering guidance in respect of the administrative and legal basics.

In a time of economic, financial and
political crisis, education is a key
factor in the restoration of peace and
prosperity. Therefore, every person
– young and old – should be able to
benefit from educational opportunities
designed to meet their learning needs
and to contribute to the global efforts
to tackle the challenges of our times.
These needs can be both essential,
including literacy, oral expression,
numeracy, problem-solving and the
basic learning content, and so-called
knowledge based i.e. those required
to be able to survive, develop to
their full capacity, to live and work in
dignity and to improve the quality of
their lives.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Believe that one of the most
efficient approaches to European
integration is to promote higher
education.
• Recognising educational cross-border programmes and student
mobility programmes as factors of
stability, promoting social cohesion
and ethnic tolerance among European citizens.
• Realising that budget cuts in

education, particularly in higher
education can lead to social unrest
and imbalances. Such policy would
not support the course of European
unification.
• Firmly supporting government
policies which promote youth and
student initiatives with educational
matters which raise awareness of
European core values.
• Acknowledging that a multicultural and multilingual education
environment is an important aspect
of improving tolerance and reducing
animosity between people.
Call on the European Commission
and Member States to:
• Further support and promote
youth action towards trans-border
cooperation and the exchange of
best practices in interest areas,
such as student mobility, youth
entrepreneurial initiatives and
non-governmental activities.
• Actively encourage cooperation
among the youth of Europe in
different fields – both at bilateral
and multilateral levels.
• Liberalise access to educational
programmes such as the Erasmus,
Tempus, Jean Monnet and
other programmes which will allow
today’s youth to meet and thus

promote increased integration of
the EU.

“U MATTER! European Elections 2014”
Council meeting // Budapest, Hungary // 26 February - 02 March 2014

Freedom of choice, the right to
vote and the active participation
in political life are some of the
greatest achievements of mankind.
The right to vote is an invaluable
right and adds to political pluralism.
History presents many examples
of countries with political leaders
who denied the right to vote to their
people and therefore the results
turned out to be disastrous.
The European Union itself is a precedent in history as a sustainable and
supranational union. The EU and its
previous forms guarantee peace in
Europe since the end of the Second
World War. An undeniable evidence
of transparency and democracy in
Europe is the right of all citizens to
directly influence their lives through
the European Parliament. It is important to underline that European
Democrat Students were among
the first organisations in Europe
which called for direct elections
for the European Parliament. On
account of that, the upcoming
European elections in May 2014 are
another challenge for us. European
elections are of great importance
since young voters can elect
members of European Parliament
and therefore may give the chance
to young politicians to participate

in the policymaking processes at
European level. European Democrat Students are focusing their
campaign on three important policy
areas, namely: “Youth entrepreneurship”, “student mobility”, and
“e-learning”.
We, the European Democrat
Students (EDS), the official
student organisation of the
European People’s Party (EPP),
• Acknowledging that the
phenomenon of degree inflation
causes increased need for higher
education diplomas for tasks
that previously did not require
diplomas.
• Considering the involvement of
young people in politics as a significant part of the development
of a sustainable and modern political structure of the European and
national level that can also help to
surmount the current challenges
within the European Union,
• Recognising the crucial importance of youth activities in all
policy making processes for
the purpose of establishing a
constructive dialogue between
institutions and young people,
• Intensively supporting young
candidates for Members of the

European Parliament
• Acknowledging that the
establishment of EDU will help in
broadening access to education
and that it will make Higher
education system more European,
• Acknowledging that entrepreneurship must become the catalyst for innovation and sustainable
growth in all European countries,
and that the development of
entrepreneurial thinking amongst
students is one of the most significant factors for the creation of an
entrepreneurial environment,
• Acknowledging the fact that
studying abroad will expose
students to new ideas and other
ways of solving problems
• Supporting the fact that an
exchange period in a student’s
life will be highly beneficial for
someone’s personal responsibility
and independence
• Supporting the interaction of
different education systems and
its positive impact on the student
and the university in general.
Call on the European Commission, EU Member States and
institutions to:
• Call on European Higher
Education Authorities and Higher

Education Institutions to evaluate
what impact diploma inflation has
on the education system as well
as European labour markets and
society as a whole.
• Encourage young politicians and
member of youth and student
political organizations to participate in the upcoming European
elections
• Continue to promote the development of young politicians and
youth political organisations and
their active involvement in the
political life of Europe,
• Develop and promote campaigns
that aim to attract more young
people into politics, in order to
be part of the decision-making
processes.
• Establish new programmes and
embrace opportunities available
for young entrepreneurs
• Adopt policies which support and
encourage the implementation of
educational programmes offering
entrepreneurial courses.
• Encourage the establishment of
online entrepreneurial and start up
competitions
• Establish the European Digital
University, which shall become
a digital network of learning
resources that allows for learning
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at any time and place via internet.
• Call on Higher Education Institutions to set transparent criteria to
choose students who wish to go
on an exchange.
• Calls for increased exchange
of examined material between
universities in order to give a
better view on the gained knowledge and competences of the
student for the hosting exchange
university.
• Call on national governments and
responsible ministers to focus
on the issue of recognition of
qualifications.
• Encourage universities to facilitate
and provide language courses,
subsequent examination and
– upon successful completion –
issuing of a language certificate.

In a time of economic, financial and
political crisis, education is a key
factor in the restoration of peace
and prosperity. Therefore, every
person – young and old – should
be able to benefit from educational opportunities designed to
meet their learning needs and to
contribute to the global efforts to
tackle the challenges of our times.
These needs can be both essential,
including literacy, oral expression,
numeracy, problem-solving and
the basic learning content, and
so-called knowledge based i.e.
those required to be able to survive,
develop to their full capacity, to live
and work in dignity and to improve
the quality of their lives.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Believe that one of the most
efficient approaches to European
integration is to promote higher
education.
• Recognising educational
cross-border programmes and
student mobility programmes as
factors of stability, promoting social cohesion and ethnic tolerance
among European citizens.

• Realising that budget cuts in
education, particularly in higher
education can lead to social unrest and imbalances. Such policy
would not support the course of
European unification.
• Firmly supporting government
policies which promote youth and
student initiatives with educational matters which raise awareness
of European core values.
• Acknowledging that a multicultural and multilingual education environment is an important aspect of
improving tolerance and reducing
animosity between people.
• Call on the European Commission
and Member States to:
• Further support and promote
youth action towards trans-border
cooperation and the exchange of
best practices in interest areas,
such as student mobility, youth
entrepreneurial initiatives and
non-governmental activities.
• Actively encourage cooperation
among the youth of Europe in
different fields – both at bilateral
and multilateral levels.
• Liberalise access to educational programmes such as the
Erasmus, Tempus, Jean Monnet
and other programmes which will
allow today’s youth to meet and

thus promote increased integration of the EU.
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“Euromaidan – Ukrainian Protests and
Revival of the Ukrainian Society”
Council Meeting // Athens, Greece // 15th of December 2013

Being an independent, sovereign
and democratic country for 22
years, Ukraine has never experienced such a deep and dangerous
political and civil crisis.
On 21 November 2013 the
Ukrainian government froze
preparations for the signing of the
Association Agreement with the
EU, scheduled for 29 November
2013. The preparations in Ukraine,
which have included legislation,
have lasted for three years. The
pro-European population in Ukraine
took to the streets in the hope to
convince Ukranian President Victor
Yanukovych to sign the Agreement.
As a result of his refusal to sign the
Agreement under severe political,
economic and state media pressure
from the Russian Federation, mass
rallies to protest this decision have
been taking place across Ukraine
ever since. On 30 November 2013
at 4:30 am the riot police “Berkut”
physically assaulted several
hundred protesters at Maydan
Nezalezhnosti in Kiev, using tear
gas and rubber truncheons. News
of the violence fuelled even more
people to join the protests in
Ukraine and abroad. On 1 Decem-

ber and 8 December the greatest
demonstrations since the Orange
Revolution of 2004 took place with
more than 1,000,000 people participating at one time. Provocations
organised by the authorities and
their associates led to aggression
and excessive use of force by the
police through which more than
one hundred peaceful protesters,
including journalists, students and
NGO representatives, were brutally
assaulted by the police whilst
several dozen protestors have been
imprisoned for 60 days. These
facts are denied by officials but
have been recorded in numerous
videos by journalists and independent eyewitnesses. The Russian
mass media is spreading falsified
information about the situation
in Ukraine. Students of Ukrainian
universities and higher educational
institutions are being threatened
with expulsion for showing their
civic position. The Prosecutor General Office of Ukraine is demanding
all universities provide the personal
data of all students who were
absent from universities after 21
November 2013. The Ukrainian
Education Minister is threatening to

take away scholarships from those
students.
Being elected and appointed
by Ukrainian citizens to serve
Ukraine, the President of Ukraine,
Cabinet Ministers and other
public institutions are violating the
constitution and laws of Ukraine
and the human rights of its citizens.
They are not taking into consideration the opinion of the majority of
Ukrainians, being led exclusively
by their private economic and
political interests and using a brutal
police and armed forces as well as
repression of the citizens who are
peacefully protesting at the Maidan
Nezalezhnosti in Kiev and in many
cities of Ukraine.
The authorities and their associates are exercising administrative
pressure, demanding public sector
workers participate in demonstrations “in support of the President
of Ukraine”, which violates basic
human rights and freedom of
thought. Central media controlled
by the pro-governmental oligarchs
is misinforming the population of
Ukraine who do not have access to
alternative sources of information.
On 8 December 2013 massive
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peaceful protests of over 1,000,000
participants in Kiev, other cities of
Ukraine as well as many capitals
of the world took place with the
clear demands for the resignation
of the current Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, new presidential
elections, the immediate release of
all unlawfully detained protesters
and guarantees for their security,
prosecution of those responsible for
excessive use of force by the riot
police “Berkut”, and the continuation and completion of all processes
necessary for the Association
Agreement with the European
Union.
We, the European Democrat
Students (EDS), the official
student organisation of the
European People’s Party (EPP),
• Strongly support the students of
Ukraine who are actively participating in the protests, showing
their strong civic position and
fighting for their rights guaranteed
by the constitution and laws of
Ukraine;
• Strongly support and are thankful
to teachers, professors and heads
of higher education institutions as

well as officials who have taken
the decision to stand with the citizens of Ukraine in their peaceful
protests;
• Strongly condemn the repression
of politically active young people
and violence by the police directed at the protesters;
• Are deeply concerned for
Ukrainian teachers and professors
who have already been dismissed
because of their participation in
demonstrations and their active
civic position;
• Are concerned about all
employees of the public sector
of Ukraine who have been
threatened or already dismissed
simply because they have a
different point of view and have
exercised their basic civic rights
and freedoms;
• Demand the Ukrainian authorities
act within the framework of the
law and take into consideration
human dignity and the rights of
the citizens of Ukraine they are
meant to serve;
• Demand the release of all
unlawfully detained and gaoled
protestors, the provision of
adequate medical help to them

and the prosecution of those
responsible for past and repeated
acts of police violence;
• Urge all parliamentary parties
of Ukraine and representatives
of civil society to sit around the
negotiation table in order to find
a peaceful solution to the current
situation in Ukraine;
• Strongly believe in the unity of
the Ukrainian people and the sovereignty of the Ukrainian state;
• Ask the European community to
stand with the citizens of Ukraine
and to take all means necessary
to prevent the escalation of the
conflict between the citizens of
Ukraine and the President, the
Cabinet of Ministers and the
parliamentary majority and their
associates.
• Condemn the actions of the
President of Ukraine, Victor
Yanukovych, the Prime Minister
of Ukraine Mykola Azarov, the
Minister of Internal Affairs, Vitalii
Zakharchenko, and all other
members of the Cabinet and the
ruling Party of Regions who have
brutally violated the Constitution
of Ukraine and the European
Convention on Human Rights and

Fundamental Freedoms, taking
into account only their private
economic and political interests
and not the will of the Ukrainian
nation.

“Georgia and Moldova Endorse
EU Association Agreement”
Council Meeting // Athens, Greece // 15th of December 2013

Welcoming the positive trends
towards the European integration
of the Eastern Partnership countries
of Georgia and Moldova, countries
committed to European values and
principles and where popular support
for the European Union is significant,
Expressing concern about Moscow’s
zero sum game over the Eastern
Partnership countries and the ongoing
battle over the EU Association of the
Eastern Partnership countries,
Being aware that the EU should
enhance its presence in the region in
order to ensure Georgia and Moldova
are able to pursue their sovereign
choices for closer relations with the
European Union,
We the European Democrat
Students (EDS), the Official
Students’ Organisation of the
European People’s Party,
• Wholeheartedly welcome the signing of the Association Agreements
by Georgia and Moldova which will
enhance political and economic relations between these two countries
and the EU;
• Call on EU Member States to have
a distinct reference to Article 49 of
the Lisbon Treaty, which relates to

EU enlargement, with regard to the
Eastern Partnership Countries;
• Support the signing of the Association Agreements with Georgia
and Moldova in the shortest time
possible, notwithstanding the legal
procedures these agreements are
required to follow. We are in favour
of launching the implementation
phase of the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA)
provisions as soon as possible
so that these countries can fully
participate in the EU’s open market
and be less vulnerable to external
economic pressure. We encourage
both the Moldovan and Georgian
governments to apply all efforts
towards meeting all the necessary
requirements to be able to sign the
Association Agreements on time;
• Underline Moldova’s achievement in
the visa liberalisation process with
the EU and welcome the European
Commission’s legislative proposal to
include Moldova in the list of countries which benefit from a visa-free
regime. We express our hope that
Georgia will reach all the necessary
benchmarks for the visa-free regime
in the near future;
• Declare our support for the national

sovereignty and territorial integrity
of Georgia and condemn Russian
activities against this, most notably
through the occupation of Abkhazia
and South Ossetia;
• Support the state sovereignty and
territory of Moldova and condemn
Russia’s effective control over
Transnistria;
• Welcome the readiness of Georgia
to take part in EU crisis management operations and encourage
Moldova to take similar steps;
• Encourage the EU to enhance its
support for the reforms by Eastern
Partnership countries arising from
their European aspiration and to
reward those countries according
to their results in advancing the
development of truly democratic
and free societies.
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“Human Rights in Ukraine and Police
Aggression against Peaceful Demonstrations”
Council Meeting // Athens, Greece // 15th of December 2013

The unnecessary brutal dispersal of
the peaceful protests in the Maidan
Nezalezhnosti in Kiev, Ukraine on
30 November 2013 constitutes a
violation and disrespect of the right
of peaceful assembly. The unjustified,
excessive and unlawful use of force
by police against peaceful protesters
and the torture of detainees on this
and other occasions is a violation of
basic civil rights.
On 30 November 2013 at 4:30 am
the riot police “Berkut” physically
assaulted several hundred protesters
at Maydan Nezalezhnosti using tear
gas and rubber truncheons. The news
of the violence fuelled even more
people to join the protests in Ukraine
and abroad. On 1 December and 8
December the greatest demonstrations since the Orange Revolution
in 2004 took place with more than
1,000,000 people participating. Provocations organised by the authorities
and their associates led to aggression
and excessive use of force by the
police because of which more than
one hundred peaceful protesters,
including journalists, students and
NGO representatives, were brutally
assaulted by the police and several
dozen of them were imprisoned for

60 days. These facts are denied by
the officials but have been recorded
in numerous videos by journalists and
independent eyewitnesses.
Around 40 protesters have been prosecuted within the legal framework of
the Administrative Code, 12 people
have been gaoled for 60 days, and
dozens of people have been hospitalised. Those people imprisoned need
adequate medical treatment and their
health conditions remain unknown.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP) ask:
• To enforce the obligations of the
Ukrainian government in the field
of human rights and to protect the
right to peaceful assembly;
• To provide a fast, effective and
independent investigation into the
repeated excessive use of force by
the riot police “Berkut”;
• To ensure that those responsible
for the unlawful use of force face
criminal or disciplinary charges;
• To urge the Ukrainian government to
comply with its promise to release
immediately all unlawfully detained
and gaoled protestors and to

provide detained injured protestors
with adequate medical assistance.
We, the European Democrat
Students, strongly believe in
the citizens’ rights to assemble peacefully, and express
their opinion and we strongly
condemn the use of military
force against citizens protesting
peacefully.
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“Local Self-Government Elections in Georgia”
Council Meeting // Budapest, Hungary // 26th February to 2nd March 2014

Local Self-Government has an
important role in preserving the
life and liberty of citizens, to create
space for democratic participation
and to facilitate market-led social and
economic development. Self-government authorities have adequate legal
autonomy and economic independence which enables them to serve
the interests of the local population.
Subsequent to the adoption of the
parliamentary system and the undergoing parliamentary and presidential
reforms, the Local Self-Government
Elections in June will be conducted
under a new political atmosphere.
We, the European Democrat
Students (EDS), the Students
Organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP):
• Support the recommendations of
the Venice Commission and OSCE
Office for Democratic Institution and
Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR) on
Georgia’s electoral system for the
up-coming Local Self-Government
Elections;
• Believe that strong self-government
will be the main pillar of democratic
development of Georgia and allow
citizens to exercise their rights as
guaranteed by the Constitution of
Georgia and the European Charter of

Self-Government;
• Welcome the work of the Parliamentary Inter-factional Group and call on
the central government to engage
with both opposition political parties
and the civic society;
• Acknowledge the participation of
women in political life is crucial for
Georgia;
• Encourage free and fair elections by
introducing policies for equal access
to mass-media for all political
parties, as well as providing the
equal representation in the Central
Election Commission;
• Welcome the adoption of the
50%+1 threshold for the elections
of Mayor and Gamgebeli. We hope
for the continuation of cooperation
between government and other
political parties we declare the
importance of the conduction of fair
elections, as well as the improvement of the reflection of voters and
balance of power;
Encourage EU official bodies to
facilitate Georgia’s Local Self- Government elections to be fair and free,
promoting greater political stability in
Georgia.

European Commission for Democracy
Through Law (Venice
Commission) and
OSCE Office for Democracy Institutions
and Human Rights
( OSCE/ODIHR)
Joint Opinion on the
draft Election Code
of Georgia, 2011.
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“On the intervention of the
Russian media in Ukraine”
Council Meeting // Budapest, Hungary // 26th February to 2nd March 2014

“The situation of students in
Ukraine participating in the
Euromaidan protests”
Council Meeting // Budapest, Hungary // 26th February to 2nd March 2014

Throughout the entire preparation process of the Association Agreement
between Ukraine and the European
Union, Russian media continuously
tried to influence the Ukrainian population. The effect is high since Russian
media outlets are quite popular in
Ukraine, especially in the southern
and eastern regions. In the attempts
to influence the population, the
Russian media has spread misleading
information on the consequences
of the Association Agreement and
claimed that it would lead to high
prices, a brain drain, a collapse of the
moral values etc.
Since 21 November 2013, when
all European integration processes
were suspended by the Government
and thousands of people joined the
demonstrations in Maidan Square
in Kiev and in other Ukrainian cities,
the pressure exerted by the Russian
media became a real threat as it did
not present the true facts and their
consequences, but used methods
such as perversion of the facts, exerting pressure on the audience etc.
Russian and pro-Russian Ukrainian
media are spreading rumors and
therefore neighboring countries such
as Romania, Hungary and Poland are

now planning to deploy their troops
in the territories of Ukraine, which
have historically belonged to those
countries. They are creating and
spreading pro-independence videos
using various social networks.
We, the European Democrat
Students, the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party:
• Strongly condemn Russian politicians for disrespecting the chosen
European course of the independent
sovereign state of Ukraine and the
will of Ukrainian people;
• Demand to stop separatist actions
which aim to threaten the territorial
integrity of Ukraine. Ukraine has
already made a decisive step
towards democracy and European
values based on respect for human
rights and political freedom. Empty
promises and threats cannot be an
obstacle for Ukraine to continue this
path.
• Fully supports the aspiration of
Ukraine to join the European family
and completely abandon any Soviet
residues.

Many Ukrainian students are fighting
for freedom and democracy and have
been participating actively in the
protests in Maidan Square in Kiev
and in other regions of Ukraine. Civil
society in Ukraine is based mainly on
students and they have always been
a strong force for change in Ukraine.
The high profile position of students is
a positive sign in the Ukrainian society
which is striving for the rule of law,
democracy, respect of human rights
and freedoms and a move towards
European values.
The Office of the Prosecutor General
of Ukraine is demanding all universities to provide the personal data of
all students who have been absent
from university since 21 November
2013; apparently participating in
the protests. The former Minister of
Education and Science of Ukraine
threatens to take away scholarships
from those students and creates
artificial obstacles during their exams
in order for them to fail this semester.
Numerous students at Ukrainian
HEIs have already been expelled
from university for their support of
Euromaidan and their participation
in peaceful protests. Many students

were arrested for their suspected
participation in the protests that way
showing their civic position. Ukrainian
teachers and professors have been
sacked because of their participation.
Students were expelled from their
student accommodation because of
political discussions in their rooms,
even though they have paid their rent
in advance.
Dozens of students were arrested
and sentenced to severe terms of
imprisonment according to the laws
adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament
on 16 January 2014 which constitute
a severe violation of the parliamentary
procedure, the Constitution and the
laws of Ukraine. Around 20 young
people who participated in the protests are still missing and their wellbeing is unknown whilst four people
were killed as a result of the bloody
confrontation between the police and
ordinary Ukrainian citizens. Hundreds
of protesters have been heavily
injured, includind students, journalists,
doctors and medical volunteers.
We, the European Democrat
Students, the official student
organisation of the European
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Call on the European Commission
and all EU Member States:
• to help and assist students, who
were expelled from universities after
supporting the EuroMaidan protests
in getting visas and scholarships
when the possibility is offered
• to provide medical aid to the participants of Euromaidan in Kiev and in
other regions of Ukraine;
• to carry impartial investigations of
the crimes committed by the police
and the former government against
Ukrainian people;
• to urge truthful and objective media
coverage of the conflict in Ukraine;
• to impose personal sanctions and
to boycott the former Ukrainian
President, Ministers, representatives
of the Party of Regions and the Communist Party of Ukraine as well as
to freeze their accounts with banks
inside the European Union.
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People’s Party:
• Believing that students taking part in
peaceful demonstrations against the
authoritarian regime in Ukraine are
on the right way;
• Believing that Ukraine is an important part of Europe;

“Harmonising the Academic
Calendars in European Higher
Education Area”
Council Meeting // Athens, Greece // 15th of December 2013
The academic calendars and lecture
periods of European higher education
institutions (HEIs) vary extensively.
While some countries start their
academic year and lecturing period as
early as August, some do so only in
October. This dissymmetry makes it
extremely difficult for students to study
abroad without having to cope with
colliding semester dates between their
home and their exchange institution.
Therefore studying abroad often prolongs the duration of studies for one
or two semesters. Due to tight curricula of the bachelor’s and master’s
degree system and the increased
cost of the extended studies, this is a
serious issue.
The lack of harmonisation thus hinders
the international cooperation and mobility of students and researchers, the
promotion of which was a professed
aim of the Bologna Process. In order
to change this and promote further
international mobility as the European
University Association stated in
the Glasgow Declaration of 2005,
harmonisation is needed.
However, it must be taken into
account that harmonisation of the
academic year in the European Higher

Education Area cannot be realised
quickly in all cases. Therefore sufficient time should be granted to find
sustainable solutions, which also take
into account the specific problems
entailed in the harmonisation process
in each country.
We are aware of the fact that several
institutions divide their academic year in
trimesters and not only into two semesters. The aim will be to accommodate
these systems as far as possible.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Call upon the Member States and
HEIs of the European Union to
address the need for harmonisation
of academic calendars in the EHEA,
for instance by bringing up the issue
in the Council of Ministers of Education and Member States to raise
this issue in the framework at their
national higher education policy,
• Call on the EDS member organisations to actively promote the harmonisation of academic calendars in
the EHEA within their mother parties
and in their countries in general
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“Georgia and Ukraine Endorse
EU Association Agreement”
Council Meeting // Budapest, Hungary // 26th February to 2nd March 2014

Welcoming the positive trends
towards the European integration
of the Eastern Partnership countries
of Georgia and Moldova, countries
committed to European values and
principles and where popular support
for the European Union is significant,
Expressing concern about Moscow’s
zero sum game over the Eastern
Partnership countries and the ongoing
battle over the EU Association of the
Eastern Partnership countries,
Being aware that the EU should
enhance its presence in the region in
order to ensure Georgia and Moldova
are able to pursue their sovereign
choices for closer relations with the
European Union,
We the European Democrat
Students (EDS), the Official
Students’ Organisation of the
European People’s Party,
• Wholeheartedly welcome the signing of the Association Agreements
by Georgia and Moldova which will
enhance political and economic relations between these two countries
and the EU;
• Call on EU Member States to have
a distinct reference to Article 49 of
the Lisbon Treaty, which relates to

EU enlargement, with regard to the
Eastern Partnership Countries;
• Support the signing of the Association Agreements with Georgia
and Moldova in the shortest time
possible, notwithstanding the legal
procedures these agreements are
required to follow. We are in favour
of launching the implementation
phase of the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area (DCFTA)
provisions as soon as possible
so that these countries can fully
participate in the EU’s open market
and be less vulnerable to external
economic pressure. We encourage
both the Moldovan and Georgian
governments to apply all efforts
towards meeting all the necessary
requirements to be able to sign the
Association Agreements on time;
• Underline Moldova’s achievement in
the visa liberalisation process with
the EU and welcome the European
Commission’s legislative proposal to
include Moldova in the list of countries which benefit from a visa-free
regime. We express our hope that
Georgia will reach all the necessary
benchmarks for the visa-free regime
in the near future;
• Declare our support for the national

sovereignty and territorial integrity
of Georgia and condemn Russian
activities against this, most notably
through the occupation of Abkhazia
and South Ossetia;
• Support the state sovereignty and
territory of Moldova and condemn
Russia’s effective control over
Transnistria;
• Welcome the readiness of Georgia
to take part in EU crisis management
operations and encourage Moldova
to take similar steps;
• Encourage the EU to enhance its
support for the reforms by Eastern
Partnership countries arising from
their European aspiration and to
reward those countries according
to their results in advancing the
development of truly democratic and
free societies.

“European Digital University”
Council Meeting // Ghent, Belgium // 28th of September 2013

Acknowledging the continuous technological progress and widespread
broadband Internet access and its
importance to higher education.
Stressing the need to embrace digital
provision of teaching materials via
online-platforms by higher education
institutions as inevitable in future.
Positive about the wide range of
digital content already being provided
by higher-education institutions.
Encouraging the European Union to
create one single platform to bundle
existing digital learning content with
the purpose of avoiding existing
technical problems.
We, the European Democrat
Students, the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP), call upon
the EPP to:
• Promote the integration of these
multifaceted e-learning opportunities
into a common system and promote
the development of digital long-life
learning programs, and the launch of
a digital European Higher Education
Area.
• Address the issues around digital
learning not only at a national level
but to develop these at a European
level. The concept of a single digital
learning platform at the Europe-

an level – ‘EDU’ - would enable
students not only to gain a closer
insight into teaching methods of
other universities but first of all to
arrange their individual studies in the
most suitable way.
• Foster the implementation of such
a platform to allow students to
gain a comprehensive overview of
universities across the EU and to
enable participating institutions to
voluntarily supply digital learning
content. This will be the first step
towards taking full advantage of
‘EDU’ and to actually creating a
European higher-education area, for
the benefit of developing a modern
and digitalised education system.
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“Increasing
Language Learning”
Council Meeting // Split, Croatia // 26th April 2014

Acknowledging the continuous need
for versatile language and intercultural
skills in an integrated job market, the
following must be noted:
Europe needs better language
teaching for children and young
people if the foreign-language starting
level of students at university is to be
improved;
European higher education institutions
need to improve their language teaching to better serve their students
in their future working lives as well
as to make our young people more
open minded and ready to deal with
cross-cultural situations;
Currently, 49.8% of pupils at ISCED
level 3 in the European Union are
learning two or more foreign languages (Eurostat 2011). Statistics show
that the percentage varies greatly
between different Member States;
Learning foreign languages helps ensure Europeans’ ability to move, learn,
work and develop society throughout
Europe;
We, the European Democrat
Students, the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party:
• Encourage the European Com-

mission to improve its language
strategy by setting concrete targets
and methods for the development
of the language skills of European
graduates;
• Recommend higher education
institutions integrate the learning of
second languages into the teaching
of degrees;
• Urge higher education institutions
to offer students voluntary foreign
language training equal to 15 ECTS
points per year with the option of
including 5 ECTS points in their
degree;
• Call upon the European Union to
organise international seminars for
language teachers to improve their
skills and share best practises;
• Encourage EU Member States to
begin first foreign language teaching
at an early stage of primary education.
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MOTION
on expanding of the Eduroam network in Europe
For the Summer University of EDS in Berlin 2013
Presented by Aktionsgemeinschaft
From its inception, the World Wide
Web has been strongly linked to
education, research and the free
movement of knowledge. Today, nobody could imagine working without
the access to the Internet. Since
2003 the Eduroam network allows
any Eduroam-enabled user to get
network access at any Eduroam-connected institution. Many European
universities and research institutions
are part of the network, but there
are still a large number of institutions
which are not, especially in eastern
European countries where Eduroam
has far too few members.
The Eduroam network makes mobility
of students and academics more
comfortable, especially for short-term
research visits due to the simplicity of
having a simple login to access any
Eduroam-enabled network anywhere
in the world.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP):
• Believing that the movement of academics and students is crucial for
the development of a united Europe;
• Acknowledging that of the removal

of bureaucratic barriers e.g. getting
a different WIFI Account on every
academic and research institution,
will make the exchange of academics and students more easier;
• Confident that having access to the
Internet through the Eduroam Network will make short study visits in
different university locations easier;
Call on the EU Commission and
all Member States:
• To encourage higher educational
institutions and research facilities
and student dormitories to join the
Eduroam network;
• To support measures increasing the
visibility of the Eduroam network;
and
• To provide the necessary funds
and infrastructure to allow for the
expansion of the Eduroam network.
The Eduroam network should also
be available not only at university
campuses but also other places
students often spend their time.
Funds also should be provided to
increase the user friendliness of the
Eduroam network.

RESOLUTIONS

MOTION
on student mobility
For the Summer University of EDS in Berlin 2013
Presented by PWG Higher Education and Research
Positive about the fact that studying
abroad will expose students to new
ideas and other ways of solving
problems.
Supporting the idea of networking,
interaction and through this the
reduction of stereotypes.
Emphasising the value of social experiences gained from learning about
new perspectives on issues.
Unsatisfied by the low level of
interaction between international and
local students.
Supporting the fact that organising an
exchange period yourself will be highly beneficial for someone’s personal
responsibility and independence.
Noting the different levels of quality
in support and guidance for exchange
students. We observe that in many
cases insufficient information on
housing and schedules is available to
exchange students.
Emphasising the high value of an
exchange semester in the labour
market.
Strongly concerned about persistant
problems in financing an exchange
semester.
Positive about the European Identity
being built through spending such
time abroad.

Stressing language barriers between
students as well as with teachers and
in daily life abroad.
Seeing a positive impact in learning
how to interact with foreign bureaucracy.
Concerned about the high level of
bureaucracy within ERASMUS and
similar programs. It is also the case
that in the end many courses are still
not recognised by the student’s local
university.
Supporting the interaction of different
education systems and its positive
impact on the student and the university in general.
Disappointed about the mismatch
of academic levels of local and
exchange students.
Noting different standards of grading
and ECTS definitions.
Aware of problems due to different
semester structures.
We the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
Peoples Party (EPP),
• Request facilitation of interaction
between exchange and local students. This includes mixed housing
opportunities and the promotion

of incoming courses for regular
students. Student associations
organising interaction between
exchange and local students should
be supported.
• Demand the implementation of
adequate guidance and support
structures at home and host
universities to support students in
organising their term abroad. All
required information also should be
available in foreign languages.
• Call on the private sector to support
student mobility as well as the
public sector to create incentives
for the private sector to do so.
However, this cannot replace an adequate financing of the ERASMUS /
ERASMUS+ programmes.
• Stress the need for an increased
offer of language courses. These
courses should be available prior to
arrival as well as on site. In addition,
universities should recognise
international language certificates
and their standards.
• Emphasise the necessarity to
streamline bureaucracy to a minimum and create a single entry point
for students.
• Request the consequent implementation of the Lisbon Convention. The

recognition of ECTS credit points
obtained during studies abroad is
crucial to student mobility.
• Put emphasis on the harmonisation
of ECTS definitions as well as the
harmonisation of grading structures.
To ensure quality of standards an
external audit should be implemented at Higher Education Institutions.
• Support the idea of a partial harmonisation of semester structures.

MOTION
on recognising voluntary and
organisational work as part of students’ activities
For the Council Meeting in Berlin on 31 July 2013
Presented by RCDS Germany
Voluntary work is one of the pillars of
our society. People have the opportunity to contribute their skills, their
knowledge and experience in different
fields. Volunteering means volunteer
commitment and acceptance of responsibility. Volunteering keeps society
together. In the field of higher education
policy, many students are volunteers.
It gives them the sense of doing the
right thing. Volunteering also enhances
dramatically the education and general
skills, because one of the best ways to
learn is through experience. Most of the
students volunteer either in education
and medicine, corporate, community,
political organisations, other organisations, international workcamps or in
response to natural disasters.
Currently, social engagement and
voluntarism of any kind isn’t greatly
encouraged or taken into account by
educational institutions/universities.
This is problematic, because even
students, that are gladly ready to
volunteer, decide not to, as they have
to put their studies on hold and this
service is not taken into account later
in their diploma. Some universities
already grant discounts on tuition fees
for students with exemplary marks. A

similar system could be implemented
for students who engage in voluntary
and organisational work. This would
be a positive step to encourage and
reward voluntary work.
The acknowledgement of voluntary
and organisational work, and the skills
obtained during it, should also be
possible on request in the diploma, as
students present their diploma when
looking for jobs and the attestation of
their voluntary social engagement can
only be of benefit and send a good sign
to employers.
Volunteering must be recognised by
institutions including universities. It
is important that different measures
are available so that everyone can
be accounted for according to their
situation. Appropriate measures should
be attributed according to the time
commitment required. There should be
individual case audits.
We the European Democrat
Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP):
Recognising that:
• There is a clear need for a wider
structured manner for recognising

the skills obtrained through non-formal learning during voluntary and
organisational work.
• Student populations represent a possible recruitment basis for volunteers
in times of need.
• The European Comission has designated 2011 as the “European Year
of Volunteering” with objectives to
“reward and recognise volunteering
activities” and “raise awareness of
the value and importance of volunteering”.
Affirming that:
• Participating in voluntary and organisational work is an active expression
of civic participation which strengthens common European values such
as solidarity and social responsibility.
• Volunteering also provides important
learning opportunities, because involvement in voluntary activities can
provide people with new skills and
competences that can even improve
their employability.
• Volunteering plays an important role
in sectors as varied and diverse as
education, youth, culture, sport,
environment, health, social care, consumer protection, humanitarian aid,

development policy, research, equal
opportunities and external relations.
EDS calls upon:
• The European Commission, EU
member states and educational
institutions to give the opportunity to
reward voluntary and organisational
work by providing a limited amout
of ECTS credits to students, if it is
connected to their field of studies.
• EU member states to allow additional
exam terms and scholarships prolongation for students that take part
in voluntary actions; the European
Comission to create a pan-European
framework for the recruitment of volunteers all over the EU and sending
them to the areas that need them
the most.
• The European comission and
European Parliament to control the
implementation of the measures
requested from the EU member
states, as listed above.
• Higher educational institutions to
encourage provision of an attestation
supplement to the degree diploma,
confirming voluntary social engagement.
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“Facilitating student life”
Council Meeting // Budapest, Hungary // 26th February to 2nd March 2014
Getting a decent higher education
degree has become a vital part of
life. It is extremely important for
a successful career. A number of
higher education institutions (HEIs)
all over Europe maintain some very
high standards. However at the same
time many other universities still have
significant flaws which make the life
of students far more complicated
than it should be.
An example of that flaw is bureaucracy and the lack of a good administration system. At many European
universities the system of signing up
for exams and managing your grades
online is still not implemented. As a
result many students struggle with
endless bureaucracy: filling out every
single exam signup sheet, getting it
to their exam administration, having it
signed and so forth.
Another flaw at many European HEIs
is the fact that mandatory modules
which need to be passed within
one year are only offered annually. It
would be far more beneficial if such
modules were offered in each semester. In that manner, students would
have more freedom to adjust their
curriculum and additionally would be
able to repeat a subject to improve
their grade.
Student options should be flexible.
That means more freedom in adjust-

ing their curriculum and choosing the
subjects that students are actually
interested in. E-learning is vital for a
modern and flexible study environment. Many universities provide that
opportunity with online lectures, video
lectures, pdf handouts. On the other
hand, at many European universities
this is still not the case and e-learning
has not been implemented.
We, European Democrat
Students, the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party,
• Encourage universities to minimise
bureaucracy by creating ways to
sign up for exams, do homework,
contact other students and study
online;
• Ask universities to offer mandatory
courses at least bi-annually;
• propose to universities to offer
program starts every semester;
• Encourage EU Member States to
promote e-learning projects.

“Internships: An essential part of Higher Education”
Council Meeting // Budapest, Hungary // 26th February to 2nd March 2014
Today a record number of recent
graduates are without a job. They often lack the work experience required
by employers. They cannot relate the
importance of their studies to real life
and they often lack basic understanding of the working life. Further, this
means they lack the connections with
employers and peers which work
experience provides.
Some good practices of work
placement schemes do exist allowing
students to gain work experience or
internships during their studies. In
some Higher Education Institutions
they can earn course credits for a
written report on their internship
organised by the education provider.
Other courses require the student to
spend a whole year working in the
related industry in addition to their
studies before they can graduate.
By integrating internships into education, the student becomes eligible for
financial aid, enabling more students
to do internships.
However, unfortunately many
students do not have this opportunity to complement their academic
studies and are left with little practical
experience of the study field on their
graduation. It is important to respect
the autonomy of universities and
allow them to develop internships
suiting their educational profile.

We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP):
• Encourage HEIs to support work
experience as a part of the course
by providing relevant internship
opportunities, by ensuring support
during the internship periods and
by recognising the internships with
European Credit Transfer System
credits.
• Call for the creation of a system by
which the academicals value of an
internship can be measured by
• Recognising that internships are
a relevant part of the studies, but
should not be a requirement to
graduate for all courses.
• Encourage a better match between
higher education and the demands
of the labour market, both before
and after graduation, and cooperation with the aim of improving
students’ knowledge of the working
life.
• HEIs to encourage students to do
internships abroad by informing
about the open internship positions
and by creating and improving international internship and exchange
programs.
• HEI’s to acknowledge relevant work
performed during the courses as
internship periods.

• The removal of legal and bureaucratic barriers obstructing students
from entering the labour market
through internships or temporary
employment.
• Member States to adopt a written
work experience training agreement, similar to a contract, with
clearly defined and measurable
learning objectives for the student.
This agreement would be between
the employer, the intern and their
faculty or university internship
coordinator.
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“Refugees in Syria”
Council Meeting // Athens, Greece // 15th of December 2013
The situation in Syria has remained
unstable since it began in 2011.
Civil war continues in the country and
government forces have been known
to use weapons against the civilian
population, including chemical weapons. There have been around 100,000
victims of the conflict so far.
One of the many effects of this
conflict has been a rise in refugees
from Syria. Despite attempts by the
European Union and the United States
to establish a ceasefire in Syria and
to reach a consensus on the basis of
negotiations and diplomacy, at this
stage it seems there is no internal
will to end the conflict. The opposition
of countries like Russia and China to
active intervention in Syria by external
forces also poses additional barriers
and delays in the process for the
termination of the civil war.
The refugee flow that reaches Europe
through Turkey, together with its
size, threatens to become a serious
problem for the EU and especially for
bordering countries, such as Bulgaria
and Greece.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party:
• Respecting the right of every human being to demand freedom and

defend the right for decent living;
• Accepting the right of every human
to avoid the threat to his health or
even life caused by war;
• Accepting the desire of every human being to find safety and peace
for his family and himself;
We, the European Democrat
Students (EDS), the official
student organisation of the
European People’s Party (EPP),
call on the European Commission,
the European Parliament and all
Member States:
• to develop a specially coordinated
pan-European programme for
Syrian refugees;
• to sign a bilateral agreement with
countries neighboring Syria, especially with Lebanon and Jordan, to
facilitate the safety of refugees;
• To condemn acts of aggression
against refugees and internally displaced persons regardless whom
the aggressor is;
• To treat the refugee wave as a
pan-European problem, not just as
a problem of those most closely
located to the Syrian crisis and
therefore being the first recipients
of the refugee wave.

“The Rising Phenomenon of Violence”
Council Meeting // Athens, Greece // 15th of December 2013
Each year more than 1.6 million
people worldwide lose their lives to
violence. For every person who dies
as a result of violence, many more
are injured and suffer from a range
of physical, sexual, reproductive and
mental health problems. In a Europe
struck by recession and economic uncertainty, there has been an increase
in instances of violence committed
by individuals and especially by
organised extremist groups against
immigrants and ethnic minorities. In
fact, Europe is currently witnessing
the re-creation of organized neo-nazi
groups which combine populist
and xenophobic attitudes. By way
of example, it is worth mentioning
the acts of violence committed by
“Golden Dawn” members in Greece,
who in September 2012 attacked and
destroyed several stalls run by immigrant workers in a multi-ethnic street
market. On the other hand, violence
deriving from radical left wing parties
and groups is as concerning as violence coming from neo-nazi groups.
The leftists base their ideology on the
fact that violence is a political act,
which gives us a true perspective on
their idea of democracy.
Leftist political parties of a radical
background base their ideology on
the idea that violence is a political act
thereby showing a hostile attitude to

one of the central pillars of pluralist
and peaceful democratic discussion.
Preventing violence, protecting its victims and prosecuting the perpetrators
should be one of the major concerns
of EU. The hearts and minds of people
need to be changed and this can only
be achieved with appropriate strategies focusing on the individual, family,
community and society as whole.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Noting that intolerance in multi-ethnic, multi-religious or multicultural
societies leads to violence;
• Acknowledging the ever-increasing number of victims of acts of
violence;
• Acknowledging the underlying causes of violence such as low levels of
education, harsh and inconsistent
parenting, concentrated poverty,
unemployment and social norms
supportive of violence;
• Noting that the health impact of
violence is not limited to physical
injury since long-term effects can include depression, mental disorders,
suicide attempts, chronic pain syndromes, unwanted pregnancy, HIV/
AIDS and other sexually transmitted
infections;

• Believing that individuals can
benefit from violence prevention
programmes at a young age;
• Stressing the fact that euroscepticism and eurosceptic parties are on
the rise.
Call on the European Commission, the European Parliament
and all Member States to:
Ensure that people from all social
backgrounds are allowed to enjoy
the equal right of access to courts,
human rights commissioners or
ombudsman.
• Promote a culture of tolerance within countries and Europe in general;
• Stimulate learning about other cultures, religions and different beliefs
in the world;
• Pay particular emphasis on the
establishment of successful immigration policies which play a key role
in the fight against violence;
• Promote the sharing of information
among Member States to prevent
cross-border organised acts of
violence;
• To adopt violence prevention
strategies focused on individuals
which include pre-school enrichment programmes during early
childhood (ages 3-5 years), life skills
training and social development
programmes for children aged

6-18 years, and the provision of
assistance to high-risk adolescents
and young adults to complete their
schooling and pursue courses of
higher education and vocational
training;
• To encourage NGOs to provide
training for parents on child development, non-violent discipline and
problem-solving skills. Moreover,
to promote parental involvement
in the lives of their children and
adolescents through programmes,
to develop home-schooling partnerships and mentoring programmes to
develop attachments between high
risk youth and caring adults in order
to build social skills and provide a
sustained relationship;
• Encourage the Council of Justice
and Home Affairs to strengthen the
cooperation among EU Member
States that will create a common
framework to address this constantly increasing phenomenon.
• Encourage states to disperse
housing provided to immigrants as
a means to prevent segregation,
which in turn can lead to more
intolerance and violence.
• Actively champion the merits of a
united Europe in order to mitigate
the dangers of eurosceptic attitudes
among frustrated members of the
general public.
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“LGBT in Russia”
Council Meeting // Ghent, Belgium // 28th of September 2013

Legal restrictions on open discussion
In June 2013, Russian president
Vladimir Putin signed into law a ban
on “propaganda of non-traditional
relationships”. This law is the apex of
the Russian state’s attack on Human
Rights and the Freedom of Speech of
the Russian people. The law expressly
forbids any “propaganda” regarding LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender) people, their rights and
their very existence, in any form
whatsoever which can be accessible
to minors. In reality, this means every
single media outlet available. Russian
censors will be labelling all information
on LGBT people as ‘18+’, alongside
x-rated movies, as well as censoring
open and public debate.
According to Russian officials, the
purpose of the law is to protect minors
from obscenity. Thus, officials claim
it is a measure of pornography control
and the protection of public order and
morals. However, the vagueness of
the law has been widely criticised by
Human Rights groups in and outside
of Russia. In essence, the law gives
the State an effective and draconian
means of silencing any and all groups
or individuals campaigning for the

rights of the LGBT community. It is a
clear and blatant violation of the right
to Free Speech as expressed in the
European Convention of Human Rights,
to which Russia is a signatory. Thus, it
is not only an attack on the rights and
freedoms of the Russian people, but
also a violation of international law.
Thus we, the European Democrat
Students, the official student body
of the European People’s Party:
• Strongly condemn the Russian Federation for its violations of the European
Convention of Human Rights towards
the LGBT community.
• Call for Russia to be brought before
the European Court of Human Rights
to uphold its international obligations
regarding Human Rights.
• Strongly support and uphold the right
to Freedom of Speech, Assembly
and Association for each and every
individual, regardless of their sexual
orientation.
International Herald Tribune (IHT), february 29th,
2012, “Anti-gay law stirs fears in Russia”, written
by Nuchael Schwirtz.
IHT, July 21st, 2013, “Russia’s anti-gay crackdown”, written by Harvey Fierstein.
IHT, August 5th, 2013, “Gay bashing inside the
garden ring”, written by Masha Gessen.
IHT, August 10th, 2013, “Russian antigay law
protested”, reported by Reuters.
IHT, August 11th, 2013, “Gays in Russia find no
haven, despite support from the West”, written
by David M. Herszenhorn.
1

Acknowledging that the European
Union has been unable to agree on a
common abortion law, but agreeing
upon the notion that the availability
of medical care in a citizens’ home
country is a basic Human Right.
Strongly concerned for the safety of
women who have abortions illegally,
risking their lives as well as legal
retribution, whilst using backstreet
doctors and unsafe procedures.
Concerned for women who are denied abortion by law, despite medical
proof that the pregnancy in itself is a
great risk to their lives.
Noting that there is a great difference
between those women who are
financially equipped to have an
abortion abroad, and those who find
themselves forced to use unsafe
methods.
Underlining the need for different
measures to avoid an unplanned
pregnancy. We are first and foremost
advocating education on the use of
contraception. Furthermore, information about the alternative of adoption
should be available for women
considering an abortion.
However, in the end women should
have the fundamental right to be able
to make a choice.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student

organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Stating that all women have a
fundamental right to decide over
their own bodies in the question of
pregnancy.
• Strongly urge all member states to
permit abortions for women who
have been impregnated in cases of
rape or incest according to national
standards and safeguards.
• Urge member states to legalise
abortion up to week 12, and up
to week 24 only with the doctor’s
consent confirming that mother’s
health is in danger.
• Promote education programs in order to prevent unplanned pregnancy,
the spread of sexually transmitted
diseases and the potential hazards
and benefits of different contraceptives.
• Call on the Member States to
facilitate the distribution of free
contraception to young people, in
particular by NGOs.
• Call on the Member States to offer
guidance and counselling for women who wish or need help before or
after undergoing an abortion.
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“Sectarian Violence and the Plight of Christians in the Middle East“
Council Meeting // Split, Croatia // 26th April 2014
Acknowledging that the human
rights situation in Middle Eastern
countries remains a serious challenge. This is especially the case for
religious and ethnic minorities. One
recent major instance of this is that
of Christian minorities in the Middle
East.
In Egypt, where Coptic Christians
are the largest minority group and
account for approximately 10% of
the population, Copts have been the
target of assaults by Muslim Brotherhood loyalists since the military
overthrow of President Mohamed
Morsi in July 2013. (1) The Maspero
Youth Union (MYU), a Coptic rights
group, estimated that more than five
dozen churches have been looted,
vandalised or completely destroyed
across at least nine Egyptian governorates and a significant number of
Copts have been killed; (2)
In Syria, where Christians also
account for approximately 10% of the
population, the bloody civil war pitting
the regime of Bashar Assad against
a host of Islamist and non-Islamist
rebels has left the Christian community caught in the middle. As a result
religious sites have been destroyed
and people killed; (3)
In Homs, Latakia and other areas,
rebel forces have killed Christians and
burnt down their churches;

In Saudi Arabia, a country that has
been identified as a supporter of
radical religious groups associated
with carrying out terrorist acts,
Christians are barred from becoming
citizens and laws make it illegal to
import, print or own Christian religious
material; (4)
In Lebanon, the only Muslim country
in the Middle East where Christians
once formed a majority of the
population, the steady radicalisation
of the government and the growth
of Iranian-sponsored Hezbollah Shiite
terror have led to a large scale exodus
of Christians over the years; (5)
Christians have also been the target
of Islamists in Gaza since the violent
coup that brought Hamas to power in
2007. The small remnant of Christians
in Gaza has tried to flee, but many
have been unable to leave and now
suffer regular and severe persecution;
(6)
In Iraq and the Palestinian Authority-controlled territories (commonly
known as the West Bank), Christian
Arabs have also been the target
of discrimination and sometimes
violence that has prompted many
to leave. Cities with a rich Christian
history, such as Bethlehem, are
now under the control of a Muslim
majority and are almost completely
deserted by Christians; (7)

Currently, the only countries in the
Middle East where Christians face
no governmental restrictions are
Lebanon and Israel. Christians are
assured freedom of worship, granted
unfettered access to their holy sites
and are allowed to legislate on
their own religious affairs, such as
marriage and divorce; (8)
Considering that:
• We are committed to our principles
regarding human rights, as well
as our values regarding Europe’s
Romano-Judeo-Christian cultural
background;
• We deplore any violation of the freedom of religion wherever it occurs;
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP):
• Are steadfast in our convinction
in the importance of international
human rights and urge European institutions and countries to condemn
and act against actions that violate
human rights;
• Are steadfast in the belief that
Europe should be a safe harbour
for persecuted people no matter
their origin, personal beliefs, creed,
wealth, education or skin colour;
• Expect our mother parties, as well

as all EU institutions and Member
States, to consider the human rights
situation of Christians in countries
where they are a minority as one of
the key considerations of any political or diplomatic engagement and
to act in an immediate and decisive
manner in ending atrocities against,
and the suffering and persecution of,
Christians wherever they occur;
• Call for all EPP affiliated authorities
and organisations to deepen their
solidarity with political actors that
allow religious pluralism in the
Middle East, especially Israel and
democratic elements in Lebanon.

(1) “Egypt: Mass Attacks on Churches,” Human
Rights Watch (August 22, 2013).
(2) Kareem Fahim, “Islamists Step Up Attacks on
Christians,” New York Times (August 20, 2013).
(3) “Christians Killed in Syria,” The Tablet (August
23, 2013).
(4) “International Religious Freedom Report for
2012 – Saudi Arabia”, U.S. State Department
(5) “Guide: Christians in the Middle East”, BBC
News (October 11, 2011).
(6) http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/
talking/14_Christians.html
(7) Yoram Ettinger, “Bethlehem Will Become Town
of Churches Devoid of Christians”, IsraPundit
(December 29, 2007).
(8) “International Religious Freedom Report for
2012 – Israel”, U.S. State Department

For the Summer University of EDS in Berlin 2013
Presented by HS Norway and FMSF Sweden
Noting that the EU and EDS are
founded on the principles of liberty,
democracy, respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms,
the rule of law and certain common
ideals, which include the rights of the
individual, human dignity and equality
of men and women;
Stressing that Turkey should work
towards fulfilling the requirements of
an applicant for membership of the
European Union;
Noting with concern that the recent
protests in Turkey have caused many
injuries, and that so far reported numbers show that some eight thousand
people have been injured;
Stressing that Turkey, as all other
countries must allow opinions to be
expressed in accordance with the
right to freedom of speech;
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MOTION
on the situation in Turkey

We, the European Democrat
Students, the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP):
• Call for the protection of Human
Rights in Turkey, especially the right
to freedom of speech and association;
• Express that peaceful protesters
should not be met with violence;

• Support a peaceful resolution to the
ongoing protests and promote a
constructive relationship with Turkey
in the future; and
• Call on the European Union to consider the use of political sanctions
should the situation in Turkey not
improve.

RESOLUTIONS

MOTION
on struggle to democracy situation in Belarus
For the Annual Meeting in Berlin on 31st of July 2013
Presented by PWG Human Rights
Aware of the electoral flaws in Belarus in that vote counting procedures
are not transparent and opposition
is not represented in the electoral
commissions;
Deeply concerned about the violation
of basic human rights, especially the
freedom of assembly and freedom of
speech;
Recognising that freedom of association is a crucial part of any liberal
movement and that it is restricted
as the process of registering groups
is highly selective and participation
in unregistered organisations is
criminalised;
Alarmed at the high number of
political prisoners and breaches of individuals’ rights to a fair trial, as there
is no judicial independence because
of government influence;
Aware of Belarus’s command economy and severe limits on economic
freedoms;
Concerned that censorship, a
state-monopoly on distribution of
the press and Internet provision
limits press freedom and access to
independent information;
Deeply concerned about the freedom
of academia, ideological propaganda
within the education system and the

denial of access to higher education
for members of opposition groups;
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Call on the European Union to
facilitate the issuance of visas to Belarusian citizens, especially student
visas.
• Encourage European Higher
Education institutions to provide
scholarships and places for Belarusian students.
• Ask neighbouring European Union
Member states to support Belarusian opposition media which are
broadcasted from these states.
• Call on NGOs and other organisations to promote entrepreneurship
in Belarus by providing seminars on
entrepreneurship and business to
Belarusian citizens.
• Demand that Belarus release all
political prisoners and respect freedoms of assembly and association.
• Demand the revocation of Criminal
Act 193.1, which criminalises participation in unregistered organisations.
• Call on Belarus to allow Amnesty
International, Human Rights Watch

and other international organisations
to carry out their activities in Belarus
without restrictions.
• Demand that Belarus grant equal
rights of participation in elections
and allow election observers from
the European Union to monitor
elections.

RESOLUTION
on EU immigration Policies and Asylum requests
For the Summer University of EDS in Berlin 2013
Presented by HS Norway, DAP-NDFK Greece and Protoporia Cyprus
Recognising that the Treaty on the European Union seeks to establish “an
area of freedom, security and justice”,
the Union is founded on values of
“respect for human dignity, freedom,
democracy, equality, the rule of law
and respect for human rights”.
Recognising that the Directive
2003/343/EC (Dublin II Regulation)
and Directive 2004/83/EC (Qualifications Directive) have been key pieces
of legislation in developing the
Common European Asylum System,
however their deficiencies have
been widely recognised. For meaningful reform to take place they must
be viewed together. The European
Union member states committed
themselves to establishing a Common European Asylum System by
2012. However, today’s EU policies
have proven to be insufficient and
must be modernised.
Being aware of the fact that EU
border states face the problem of
illegal immigration, which has rapidly
increased in the past 3 years. In an
area with no internal borders, most
notably within the Schengen zone
but also within the wider area of
the European Union, asylum and
immigration procedures and border

control must be dealt with as a
mutual concern. The European Union
has demonstrated again and again
its commitment to human rights in
Africa and the Middle East, but we
must ensure that our obligations at
home are not neglected.
Acknowledging that the European
economic crisis has led to some
member states not being able to
fulfil European immigration policies
efficiently.
Noting that the Dublin II Regulation
requires member states to redirect
asylum seekers back to the first
country of entering, and are falsely
based on the assumptions that: an
asylum seeker will receive equivalent
access to protection in whichever
member state a claim is lodged;
each member state has an infinite
capacity for hosting those seeking
asylum during the asylum application
process.
Stressing the fact that country borders on the outskirts of the European
Union are also EU borders.
Underlining the lack of a common EU
policy addressing the matter.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student

organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Call upon the EU to reconsider
immigration policy in light of the
decisions of the European Court of
Human Rights and provide financial assistance to those countries
bearing the brunt of the problem.
• Call for the Dublin II Regulations
to be reformed as a matter of urgency, allowing for the relocation
of asylum seekers once a member
state can no longer practicably
host those entering the state to
seek asylum.
• Call upon the EU to take actions in
order to solve the situation, and to
establish a working group on the
matter.
• Call for the empowering of the
EASO (European Asylum Support
Offices) to take actions, not only
in supporting member states,
but to give them the authority to
consult with the European Council
on issues relating to immigration
policies.
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“The situation of students in Ukraine
participating in the Euromaidan protests”
Council Meeting // Budapest, Hungary // 26th February to 2nd March 2014

Many Ukrainian students are fighting
for freedom and democracy and
have been participating actively
in the protests in Maidan Square
in Kiev and in other regions of
Ukraine. Civil society in Ukraine
is based mainly on students and
they have always been a strong
force for change in Ukraine. The
high profile position of students is a
positive sign in the Ukrainian society
which is striving for the rule of law,
democracy, respect of human rights
and freedoms and a move towards
European values.
The Office of the Prosecutor General
of Ukraine is demanding all universities to provide the personal data of
all students who have been absent
from university since 21 November
2013; apparently participating in
the protests. The former Minister of
Education and Science of Ukraine
threatens to take away scholarships
from those students and creates
artificial obstacles during their
exams in order for them to fail this
semester. Numerous students at
Ukrainian HEIs have already been
expelled from university for their
support of Euromaidan and their
participation in peaceful protests.

Many students were arrested for
their suspected participation in the
protests that way showing their
civic position. Ukrainian teachers
and professors have been sacked
because of their participation.
Students were expelled from their
student accommodation because of
political discussions in their rooms,
even though they have paid their
rent in advance.
Dozens of students were arrested
and sentenced to severe terms of
imprisonment according to the laws
adopted by the Ukrainian Parliament
on 16 January 2014 which constitute a severe violation of the parliamentary procedure, the Constitution
and the laws of Ukraine. Around
20 young people who participated
in the protests are still missing and
their wellbeing is unknown whilst
four people were killed as a result of
the bloody confrontation between
the police and ordinary Ukrainian
citizens. Hundreds of protesters
have been heavily injured, includind
students, journalists, doctors and
medical volunteers.
We, the European Democrat
Students, the official student

organisation of the European
People’s Party:
• Believing that students taking part in
peaceful demonstrations against the
authoritarian regime in Ukraine are
on the right way;
• Believing that Ukraine is an important part of Europe;
Call on the European Commission
and all EU Member States:
• to help and assist students, who
were expelled from universities after
supporting the EuroMaidan protests
in getting visas and scholarships
when the possibility is offered
• to provide medical aid to the participants of Euromaidan in Kiev and in
other regions of Ukraine;
• to carry impartial investigations of
the crimes committed by the police
and the former government against
Ukrainian people;
• to urge truthful and objective media
coverage of the conflict in Ukraine;
• to impose personal sanctions and
to boycott the former Ukrainian
President, Ministers, representatives
of the Party of Regions and the
Communist Party of Ukraine as well
as to freeze their accounts with
banks inside the European Union.

“Women’s Participation
in Decision-Making”
Council Meeting // Budapest, Hungary // 26th February to 2nd March 2014

• Reaffirming that the active
participation of women, on equal
terms with men, at all levels of
decision-making is essential to
the achievement of equality, sustainable development, peace and
democracy;
• Highly concerned that women in
many parts of the world continue
to be largely marginalised from the
political sphere, often as a result of
discriminatory laws, practices, attitudes and gender stereotypes, low
levels of education, lack of access
to health care and the disproportionate effect of poverty on women;
• Welcoming the growing number of
female Members of the European
Parliament, who account for approximately 30% of MEPs elected;
• Noting that the use of educational
measures help to even up the
involvement of men and women
in political life and calling for the
provision of political training and
information for female candidates
by parties so that they can take up
political life with full confidence;
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European

People’s Party (EPP), call for:
• The development of mechanisms
and training to encourage women
to participate in the electoral process, political activities and other
leadership activities;
• Political parties to remove all
barriers that directly or indirectly
discriminate against the participation of women;
• The review of the differential impact
of electoral systems on the political
participation of the sexes and their
representation in elected bodies
and to adjust or reform those
systems where appropriate;
• The promotion of awareness and
recognition of the importance of
women’s participation in the political process at community, local,
national and international levels;
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“Youth Mobility”
Council Meeting // Athens, Greece // 15th of December 2013
Understanding the willingness young
people have to study or work abroad
and the need for an environment that
welcomes and supports their mobility
within the EU.
Acknowledging the benefits individuals acquire when living or studying
abroad, such as developing a high
level of independence and tolerance
towards other cultures, as well as
gaining social experiences by getting
to know a variety of people.
Recognising the increasing number
of people wishing to gain valuable experience abroad in order to enhance
their qualifications in an increasingly
competitive and demanding job
market.
Recognising the different labour
demands of Member States and the
different situations of the labour force
in the market resulting in an overall
increase of youth unemployment
rates across Europe.
Stressing the need to help students
seek opportunities to study or work
abroad in a time when Member
States face economic instability, a
lack of funds to be devoted for this
purpose and given the current low
level of interaction between Member
States towards promoting youth
mobility.
Realising the uncertainty many young
people face as to whether the quali-

fication or degree they have obtained
abroad will be recognised in their
home country and will be recognised
as a valid qualification.
Taking into account the Leuven
communiqué, which has set a 20%
target of mobile students by 2020
and that more than 2.1 million
students already have experienced
the ERASMUS programme at 4,000
higher education institutions in 33
participating countries, the funding
towards ERASMUS and other student
exchange programmes need to be
continued, if not amplified.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP), call for:
• Greater integration and cooperation among Member States’
governments and respective
ministers on the topic of recognising qualifications obtained abroad
simply and quickly;
• The design of a platform for a
common internship market among
participating institutions in which
all students could apply for an
intern experience abroad;
• Enhancing communication
among career offices of
participating higher education
institutions to help students get

practical experience abroad;
• Continuing to show strong support
to student exchange programmes
such as ERASMUS that constitute
an invaluable contribution to youth
mobility in Europe;
• Providing motives for young
people and reducing obstacles
brought by legislation and bureaucracy when seeking a job abroad;
• Providing enough information
on job opportunities and open
positions abroad.

“Youth Participation in EU Elections 2014”
Council Meeting // Athens, Greece // 15th of December 2013
Youth participation in politics is a
challenge of increasing importance
for the political system today. The
strong detachment that young people exhibit to the electoral process
and their reluctance to actively
engage in politics are widely recognised as a problem. Dealing with
this problem is important for the
future sustainability of our political
system.
Unfortunately many young people
prefer to invest their energy,
ingenuity and innovative thinking
in areas other than politics. For us
as a student organisation and part
of a political party, it is important
to show young people that the
political process is the best way to
forward different views and ideas
which influence people’s lives
and that individuals can make a
difference.
For policymakers today it is highly
recommended to recognise the
problems of young people and integrate them into the programmes
of political parties, thus showing
a concern for the difficulties faced
by a significant demographic group
that will be the productive generation of the future.
For this reason, concerned about
the future of young people and well
aware of the role we have in the

upcoming European elections;
Recognising that the active
participation of young people in the
upcoming EU elections is of great
importance in the fight for a developed and progressive Europe;
Highlighting the fact that the participation of young voters has note
been encouraged successfully;
Acknowledging that populism and
euroscepticism are increasing in
popularity among young people as a
result of their not being aware of EU
processes and institutions and not
having a clear understanding of the
role of the EU;
Seeing that there is a lack of new
candidates in EU elections;
Noting the absence of youth-related
topics in electoral programmes
along with a lack of effort by political parties to address this particular
topic;
Acknowledging that national elections affect people’s decisions in EU
elections, driving most of them to
make their choice in EU elections
according to the domestic policies
of each party instead of its European programme and to think they are
voting for national parties instead of
European formations.
Concerned that campaign methods
have been ineffective in addressing
young people.

We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP):
• Call upon the EU and all Member
States to provide young people
with sufficient information about
EU processes and elections;
• Call on all EPP parties to review
the selection process for their
candidates;
• Call on member parties to participate in the EU elections under the
banner of EPP;
• Call upon the EPP to adapt to the
young generation’s new outlook on
politics, particularly with regard to
the increasingly important role of
social media in the mobilisation of
young voters.
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“Mega Events”
Council Meeting // Ghent, Belgium // 28th of September 2013
Expressing concern about the level
of investment in mega international
sporting and cultural events as a
proportion of the national budgets, as
well as the disproportionate contribution that public investment too often
makes towards the total budget of
these events.
Immensely worried about the construction of large-scale infrastructure
projects, many of which are then left
underused or unused once they are
no longer needed for the temporary
mega event.
Disparaging of the discriminatory
privileges demanded by organisational
institutions, many of which are widely
contested by citizens.
Appreciating that mega events bring
citizens from all over Europe and the
world together, helping to increase
understanding and appreciation for
other cultures and backgrounds.
Noting that mega events can stimulate the transnational economic ties
of neighbouring countries that co-host
them.
Acknowledging that the organisation of mega events attracts world
attention, most notably increasing
the attractiveness of a country for
investment and raising its standing in
world affairs. This worldwide (critical
media) attention may also act as a
trigger for countries to improve their

socio-economic situation.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP):
• Encourage all European States to
establish requirements for a minimum level of private funding when
bidding for upcoming mega events.
• Support policies that prefer renewals, renovations or expansions of
existing infrastructure to meet the
temporary needs of mega events,
rather than constructing costly
new facilities in areas without an
existing demand for them.
• Underline the European States
that successfully bid to host mega
events to keep a close eye on
maintenance costs, as well as the
long-term multifunctional usage of
the infrastructure constructed to
host these mega events.
• Strongly encourages European
States not to offer concessions of
a discriminatory nature in order to
win a bid.
• Suggest European States negotiate
with both the organising partners
and their contracted sponsors to
allow local SMEs and businesses
to advertise their products and
services.
• Call on European States to conduct

a public consultation to determine
whether their taxpayers are willing
to support and fund a bid for proposed mega events.
• Invite Member States investigate
the contribution hosting such
events will make to the countries
contribution to the EU 2020 targets,
particularly in relation to raising the
employment rate of those aged
20-64 to 75%, achieving a 20%
increase in energy efficiency and
providing a stimulus to improving
social inclusion.
• Wholeheartedly welcome European
States that negotiate partnerships
with their neighbours to put
forward a common bid, a practice
that both helps to spread the public
investment across multiple Member State budgets and strengthens
cross-national ties.
• Condemn any excessive violence
perpetrated by the police or
security forces against peaceful
protestors, especially journalists,
attempting to highlight the poor
socio-economic conditions within a
country.
• Warn the authorities that any attempt to prevent the free reporting
of protests, especially against
government policy, is an intolerable
infringement of the right of freedom
of expression.
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“Energy Diversification“
Council Meeting // Split, Croatia // 26th April 2014
In light of the recent political unrest
in Eastern Europe and its effects
on energy security, as well as
the increasing awareness of the
damaging environmental effects of
non-renewable energy sources, a
strong demand for energy diversification and independence is spreading
across Europe.
According to the Environment Action
Programme ‘Living well, within the
limits of our planet’, if a reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions is to
be achieved then the diversification
of energy sources is essential. The
European Union has invested heavily
in the development of a range of policies to promote the use of alternative
energy sources and the creation of
new ones.
Worldwide, only a handful of
countries continue to rely solely on
oil and natural gas. Given their lack of
energy independence, EU Member
States need to break their Russian
energy dependence and seek new
partnerships with other countries that
can provide stable energy delivery.
We, the European Democrat
Students (EDS), the official
student organisation of European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Acknowledging that energy diversification should be one of the main

priorities of the European Union;
• Noting that currently we are largly
dependent on non-renewable
sources of energy;
• Considering that any EU political
stance should also include energy
independence;
• Acknowledging that energy
diversification is the key for energy
security;
• Noting that energy independence is
closely linked to more stable energy
prices;
Call on the European Commission, the European Parliament
and all Member States to:
• Continue to lower Europe’s dependency on non-renewable sources of
energy;
• Strengthen the co-operation
between all Member States in
the field of promoting and funding
renewable sources of energy;
• Call on EU Member States to
show greater unity on questions of
energy and foreign policy;
• Find alternatives to the South and
North Stream pipeline projects,
similar to the attempted Nabucco
pipeline;
• Consider further raising costs on
green house gas emissions and
implementing a more effective
green tax shift.
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MOTION
on increasing co-operation and information
exchange in cyber security
For the Annual Meeting in Berlin on the 31st of July 2013
Presented by PWG Policies for Europe

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) are changing our world
continuously. Since the early 1990s,
governments, corporations and
private citizens have been working,
been entertained and stayed connected with the aid of the Internet and
computers. This is an important part
of our daily lives and the increasingly
connected society we live in.
However, with the growing dependency on ICTs, security threats in
cyberspace have also increased.
Information no longer remains within
the borders of nation states since by
being connected to the Internet it can
be accessed and transferred globally.
The way personal information is used
online and the risk of such information
leaking out is an important issue for
both the European Union (EU) and its
Member States (MS) to reflect upon.
Leaks and attacks can have serious
effects on national economies,
businesses and on individuals.
Attacks from hackers, whether acting
as individuals, government backed or
even as part of crime syndicates are
common and can cause dangerous
situations.

Recognising that continuing globalisation and the interoperability of information systems renders the activities
of governments, non-governmental
organisations, private companies
and private Internet users ever more
vulnerable to cyber threats.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Call on the EU to encourage all MS
to create clear cyber strategies
at national and local government
levels, including providing for
public-private sector cooperation.
•Call on MS to create programs
within the education system
providing information about cyber
threats affecting social networks.
• Urge both public and private
sector leaders to only acquire the
minimum amount of individuals‘
data necessary to reduce the risk
and damage caused by breaches
of security.
• Call on the EU to work with its
security partners and all relevant
players towards the creation of an

international convention setting
out rules of conduct in cyberspace, including cyber attacks and
cyber warfare.
• Call upon MS to adopt harmonised
legislation in respect of minimum
common standards in cyber
security.
• Call on the EU to revoke the data
retention directive, considering it
is not proportional to the current
terrorist threat and is in clear
conflict with Fundamentals rights
to privacy and data protection as
guarranteed by the Charter of Fundamentals Rights of the European
Union.

MOTION
on the need to include Hezbollah
on the terrorist blacklist of all states
For the Council Meeting in Berlin on 31 July 2013
Presented by YLC Israel and FPK Protoporia

Acknowledging that in recent years
Hezbollah has been a close partner
in Iran’s global terrorist campaign,
accelerating since May 2011, which
directly threatens all tourism, and reflects Iran’s and Hezbollah’s readiness
to expose themselves to risks, even
at the price of a possible escalation of
hostilities with Europe and its allies.
The European Parliament already
considered eight years ago “…that
clear evidence exists of terrorist
activities on the part of Hezbollah and
that the [European] Council should
take all necessary steps to curtail
them” [Resolution on the situation in
Lebanon, Strasbourg on 10 March
2005].
Considering that clear evidence exists
of terrorist activities by Hezbollah on
European soil and around the globe as
a result of orders made at a political
level.
Given Hezbollah’s active military
support for the Assad regime in
Syria, and the fear that the Syrian
crisis might spill over into Lebanon,
in recent months the discussions regarding the inclusion of Hezbollah on
the EU’s list of terrorist organisations

were renewed. Support for a more
assertive stance regarding Hezbollah,
encouraged by the United States,
seems to be growing.
Considering that Britain and the Netherlands urged other EU governments
to impose sanctions on Hezbollah for
providing support to Syria’s President
Bashar al-Assad. Both the United
Kingdom and the Netherlands have
outlawed Hezbollah in their own
countries.
Considering that the Cypriot foreign
minister stated immediately following
the terrorist attack in Bulgaria that the
EU might change its mind if presented
with “tangible evidence” of Hezbollah’s involvement in terrorism.
Noting that British Foreign Secretary William Hague called on the
Lebanese government to cooperate
fully with the investigation, stressing
that the EU had to respond strongly to
the attack.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Urge the EU to be aware of issues

regarding the political wing of
Hezbollah and its connections with
Hezbollah‘s military wing.
• Urge all UN states to follow the
measures taken by the EU regarding Hezbollah.

RESOLUTIONS

MOTION
on the Eastern Partnership
For the Council Meeting in Berlin on 31 July 2013
Presented by USA Ukraine

Considering that the Eastern Partnership is launched as the European
initiative that unites six post-Soviet
countries Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and
Ukraine. It is aimed to tighten the
relations between the Eastern Partnership countries and the European
Union in political and economic
cooperation, to encourage, promote
and support political, economic
and institutional reforms based on
EU standards, facilitate trade and
increase mobility between the six
countries and the EU.
Considering that shared values
including democracy, the rule of
law, respect for human rights,
the market economy, sustainable
development, tolerance as well as
good governance are at the core of
the Eastern Partnership initiative.
Considering that these factors are
influencing the life of young people
and opening new opportunities and
perspectives for students and young
professionals from these six countries. The process of visa liberalisation in the framework of the Eastern
Partnership would enable mobility

for young people and particularly for
students living in the region.
Recognising that these countries
are united by the burden of Soviet
heritage in social, economic and
political areas, which constitutes a
barrier on the way towards democratic development; nevertheless
there is a perfect understanding of
common needs and issues among
the representatives of the organisations from the EaP countries.
Noting that in EDS there are several
member organisations representing
the Eastern Partnership countries
sharing Christian democratic principles and conservative ideology.
Noting that there are many
common issues to be raised by the
members from the EaP countries to
be discussed in the EDS community. EDS has three well organised
permanent working groups: HE&R,
HR, PE. Unfortunately there is a
drastic gap between the realities
of the EU countries and the EaP
countries.
In order to create a strong lobby for
a region that for so long has been
locked away from the free world:

We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
• Hereby declare our willing support
for the countries of the EaP in their
aspirations to become a part of a
united Europe, and that we believe
in shaping a common future
together.
• Believe in a Europe where the
freshness and the new spirit of
the East are considered to be a
gain and not a threat as Europe is
much more than “core Europe”.
• Reiterate our resolve to hold
meetings to discuss and solve
regional issues affecting young
people and students in the EaP,
including representatives of the
EaP countries as well as all those
interested in events in the EaP
countries.

MOTION
on lack of due diligence and transparency
in European Union funding for NGOs
For the Council Meeting in Berlin on 31 July 2013
Presented by YLC Israel, IRLY Estonia & YSO Graali Georgia

Acknowledging that the European
Commission (EC) transfers hundreds of millions of Euros annually
to political advocacy organisations
globally through frameworks such
as European Instrument for Democracy & Human Rights (EIDHR),
Partnership for Peace (PfP), AIDCO,
the Anna Lindh Foundation and
others. In many cases, particularly
in the Middle East, this European
Union funding is allocated through
non-transparent processes to
organisations whose activities
are entirely inconsistent with the
stated objectives .
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party (EPP),
Call to the European Commission to:
• Implement transparency principles
in order to provide full access to
EU documents related to funding
of NGOs, including political advocacy NGOs.
• Implement a system of independent professional evaluation for
all grant recipients, including the

organisation’s full agenda and
objectives, in order to ensure that
grantees share the values and
goals specified in allocating the
funds.
• Create an independent ombudsman office for EC funding
frameworks for NGOs to ensure
that evaluations are based on
professional competence and free
from conflicts of interests.
Implement a system of knowledge-based result evaluation.
This means that NGOs provide
the criteria upon which they are
evaluated. Such a system will
make it easier to monitor whether
the funds received by an NGO are
used for the activities the NGO has
applied for.
• Take measures to avoid EC funding
frameworks duplicating funding for
individual projects.
• Ensure that all monitoring reports
are available for free independent
evaluation to allow taxpayers and
stakeholders to understand the
use of government funds, and
ensure that they are used for the
purposes intended.

http://www.
ngo-monitor.org/
article/lack_of_due_
diligence_and_transparency_in_european_union_funding_for_radical_
ngos_eidhr_and_
pfp_grants_for_coalition_of_women_for_peace
1
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RESOLUTIONS

“The Cooperation between Israeli and
Palestinian Employees”
Council Meeting // Budapest, Hungary // 26th February to 2nd March 2014
Acknowledging that:
The European Union is a member
of the “Quartet” of international
Middle East peacemakers and that
it should serve a useful function in
the negotiating process between the
State of Israel and the Palestinian
Authority (PA)
Increased trade is a key factor to a
sustainable peace;
Coexistence of Palestinians and Israelis is a prerequisite for a sustainable
peace.
Considering that:
According to Palestinian research, the
investment of Palestinians in Israel
and its settlements is estimated
at €4,531,000 – more than their
investment in the Palestinian economy itself. Also, according to the
Manufacturers Association of Israel
the number of Palestinians working in
Israel is rising;
The PA itself has lightened a prohibition on working in Israeli settlements
to ease Palestinian unemployment;
The first to suffer from the boycot
of factories in the settlements are
likely to be the Palestinians who work
there;
The Palestinian workers in the Israeli
settlements earn double than the

average Palestinian wage
On 30 June 2013 the European
Commission published guidelines
which reflect a number of decisions
recently taken by EU bodies on how
past EU-Israel agreements are to be
applied on the eligibility from 2014
onwards of Israeli entities in Judea &
Samaria for grants, prizes and financial instruments funded by the EU;
We, the European Democrats
Students, the official students’
organisation of the European
Peoples Party:
• Call on EU member states and institutions, especially in the light of the
resumption of peace negotiations
between Israel and the Palestinian
Authority, not to harm existing
and developing businesses which
positively effect the cooperation
between the two parties in Judea
and Samaria.
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Elections to the
European Parliament

EDS has supported Jean-Claude
Juncker since the very beginning
when we provided our backing to
his candidacy for the Presidency of
the European Commission at the EPP
congress in Dublin, Ireland. With the
announcement of his selection as the
European People’s Party candidate,
the next day found us working on his
campaign. We paid particular emphasis to social media and we made
sure to constantly post items about
his candidacy in order to reach the
maximum number of people possible.
In addition to general posts on social

media, we closely observed the presidential debates, otherwise known
as the so called ‘Eurovision debates’,
and we promoted all the important
ideas which our candidate presented.
Amongst the values of Jean-Claude
Juncker we focused our campaign
on his three key values which he presented at the EPP congress: efficient
leadership, solidarity amongst people
and nations, and his strong vision for
the future. Beside our use of social
media, we also actively campaigned
for Jean-Claude Juncker during EDS
events by holding street campaigns in

order to inform the local people about
his candidacy.
As EDS is the official student
organisation of the European
People’s Party and also the largest
student organisation in Europe, we
wanted to promote the candidacy
of Jean-Claude Juncker particularly
within the student community. With
this in mind, EDS organised two
huge campaigns which took place
simultaneously in 50 university cities
all over Europe. The first campaign
took place on 9 May to coincide
with Europe Day and the second

campaign on 20 May. On these
two days EDS, in close cooperation
with our member organisations in
the respective countries, managed
to bring together large numbers of
students in the streets in order to
campaign for Jean-Claude Juncker
and spread the word about the
excellence of his candidacy.
We consider our campaigns
to be a big success and we
are very pleased for the
great cooperation we
had with our member
organisations.
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EDS 1st Council Meeting

“Dialogue of Cultures in Politics”
Place:
Dates:

Ghent/Brussels, Belgium
25-29th September , 2013

From 25 September until 29 September EDS met in Belgium for its First
Council Meeting under the topic “Dialogue of Cultures in Politics”. The Council
Meeting was held in Ghent but participants had the unique chance on the
first day to meet with politicians in Brussels. The first day was held in the EPP
headquarters discussing the upcoming European Elections and the Election
Manifesto, including the Youth Manifesto, which was written by EDS together
with YEPP. EDS met with EPP Deputy Secretary General Christian Kremer, EPP

Secretary General Antonio Lopez-Isturiz, and a following panel in cooperation
with CES – the Centre for European Studies.
The first panel discussed the important issue of Youth Unemployment in
Europe and consisted of Stefaan De Corte, representative from the Centre for
European Studies, Jonathan Stabenow, Secretary for EUCDW in Belgium, and
Eleni Teocharous, MEP from Cyprus. The panel was followed by a speech by
Heinz Becker, MEP from Austria, who elaborated on the situation of unemploy-
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ment in Europe and the economic situation.
The second part of the Brussels day was dedicated to former EDS representatives hosted in the Cabinet DN by former EDS Chairman (2001-2003) Jacob
Lund Nielsen. EDS reviewed the past with speeches by Tomi Huhtanen, Director of CES and former EDS Vice-Chairman, Johannes Laitenberger, the Head of
Cabinet of José Barroso and former EDS Vice-Chairman, Frank Engel, MEP from
Luxembourg and former EDS Vice-Chairman, and Kalin Zahariev, former EDS

Vice-Chairman. EDS members had the opportunity for the rest of the afternoon
to exchange EDS experiences from across the generations.
The Council adopted six motions in Ghent: “Dialogue of Cultures in Politics”,
“Entrepreneurship in Higher Education”, “European Digital University”, “LGBT
rights in Russia”, “Women´s right to abortion”, and “Mega Events”. The Council also adopted the EDS Higher Education and Research programme discussed
during the working year 2012-13.

EDS 2nd Council Meeting

“LET ME BE!” Entrepreneurship in H
Place:
Dates:

Athens, Greece
12-16th December 2013

The Second Council Meeting of the working year took place in Athens,
Greece under the topic: “LET ME BE! Entrepreneurship in Higher Education”. Looking at the situation in Europe in 2013-14 with youth unemployment rates above 50% and a young generation lacking hope after their
graduation, EDS saw it as important to discuss the topic of Entrepreneurship in Higher Education - if you cannot find a job, create one. The Council
Meeting in Athens gathered more than 70 participants and was also the

event to hold the first ad-hoc Working Group for the Eastern Partnership
session. The Working Group passed three motions: “Georgia and Moldova
Endorse the EU Association Agreement”, “Euromaidan - Ukrainian Protests
and the Revival of Ukrainian Society”, and “Human Rights in Ukraine and
Police Aggression against Peaceful Demonstrations”. The Working Group
organised with EDS an action campaign, together with the Ukrainian
Ambassador, outside the Ukrainian Embassy in Athens with the message
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Higher Education
“Ukraine Has its Place in Europe”. EDS handed over a petition signed
by EDS participants stating that Ukraine is Europe and condemning the
actions by Yanokovich and his regime, who brutally violated the Constitution of Ukraine and the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms.
EDS participants met with the Speaker of the Greek Parliament, Evangelos Meimarakis, to discuss the current situation in Greece and how

the young generation can bring Europe forward. The Council also had
the chance to discuss the topic of Entrepreneurship in Higher Education
with the young entrepreneur Michalis Stragos, co-founder of Industry
game changes, and Fenia Adamidis, representative of the Minister of
Education.
The second Council Meeting in Athens passed six resolutions in addition
to the three resolutions from the Eastern Partnership Working Group.

EDS 3rd Council Meeting

“YOU MATTER!” The Importance of Y
Place:
Dates:

Budapest, Hungary
26th February – 2th March, 2014

Supported by the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung and in cooperation with the European Democrat Students, the student organisation of the European People’s Party,
the Fidesz-Youth hosted the 24th EDS Winter University in Budapest between 26
to 28 February 2014 under the topic “U MATTER! European Elections 2014!”
In the wake of the elections to the European Parliament in 2014, EDS used this
year’s Winter University to evaluate current European politics and to debate current and future challenges to the European integration process. For this purpose
lectures and group workshops dominated the agenda.
EDS representatives had the great honour to meet with Dr Gulyás who gave

us an introduction to the most important basics of Hungarian governmental
policies over the past four years. Referring to the problem of how to effectively
face the Europe-wide increase in right-wing extremism, Dr Gulyás pointed out
the success of the Roma Strategy. In the following debate Gulyás answered
numerous questions raised by the participants. At the centre of the debate was,
among other topics, the new Hungarian constitution as well as the reform of the
Hungarian legislative process.
Following the debate a discussion forum titled “Together in Europe – German-Hungarian Perspectives” was held. EDS participants had the great honour
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Young Voters
to debate with Dr Edmund Stoiber, former Bavarian Prime Minister, Philipp
Mißfelder, Coordinator for Transatlantic Cooperation in the German Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Federal Chairman of the German Christian Democratic youth
organisation Junge Union. EDS Chairwoman, Eva Majewski, moderated a lively
discussion on numerous current topics of European politics. These included
the on-going crisis in Ukraine, growing Euroscepticism and the financial crisis.
Dr Stoiber called on the young political activists to keep engaging in European
politics so that the EU as a project of peace could continue its existence.
During the EDS Winter University in Budapest the EDS Bureau had invited current

and former EDS members for a dinner in the style of a “gathering of generations”.
Pondering the sustainable actions of EDS, the most important topics from past
and present were discussed. The main speakers were Dieter Ibielski, one of
the founders of EDS, and József Szájer, MEP and Deputy Chairman of the EPP
parliamentary group in the European Parliament. Mr Szájer reported proudly that
he was born the same year as EDS and that he took part in many events as a
speaker. He pointed out the main elements of Fidesz’s governmental policies and
stressed the successful debt reduction of the country. The Council also elected a
new Vice-Chairman, Vassilis Sakellaris, DAP-NDFK Greece.

EDS Student Forum

“Our Europe, Our Choice”
Place:
Dates:

Vienna, Austria
28-30th March, 2014

The event kicked off on Friday with a meeting with the chair of the ÖVP parliamentary delegation, Reinhold Lopatka. 30 EDS delegates used the chance to
discuss with him the state of current affairs in Austrian and European politics,
especially the aspect of rising populism ahead of the upcoming elections. As
Mr Lopatka also is an alumnus of higher education and student politics, he also
discussed the advantages and challenges of the education system in Austria. A

guided tour through the Austrian Parliament rounded up the day.
On Saturday morning the discussion on political extremism was continued in depth
through a workshop on “Confronting extremism on the political left and right” by
Roland Freudenstein from the Wilfried Martes Centre for European Studies.
During the afternoon the delegates participated in a preparatory workshop for
the upcoming EDS activities on the Balkans with former EDS chair Günther
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Fehlinger who has lived for several years in the region. Given the topic “Challenges of Higher Education in South East Europe”, the participants also used the
opportunity to get an insight into everyday problems in the region.
From the evening onward, the Student Forum focused on the second pillar of the
event: the training of student activists for their work in student representation
and student civil-society. At a Social Media workshop the EDS delegates anal-

ysed social media campaigns by parties as well as the private sector, identifying
their strengths and weaknesses.
On Sunday, campaign management training for student activists completed the
event’s working agenda and also laid the cornerstone for the knowledge gained
over the weekend to be successfully implemented in future EDS activities and by
the delegates when representing student interests.

EDS 4th Council Meeting

Youth vs. Extremism
Place:
Dates:

Split, Croatia
22-27th April, 2014

The Fourth EDS Council Meeting of the working year 2013-14 was held in Split,
Croatia from 22 April to 27 April under the topic “Youth vs. Extremism”. EDS
Member Organisation SO HSS organised the Council Meeting and seminar in
cooperation with the Council of Europe. The Council Meeting gathered more
than 70 participants from all over Europe and we were happy to host for the first
time in history SMD Poland, EUPAS, and Nuovo CentraDestra in an official EDS
meeting.
There is no denying that extremism in Europe and especially in Croatia has been
on the rise this year. This can be seen to be, among many other things, a result
of the economic crisis which has caused a rise in unemployment across Europe

and a drop in the quality of living standards of many European citizens as a result
of the austerity measures which have been introduced by their governments in
order to cope with the economic crisis. The unemployment and austerity measures are then exploited by extremist groups in order to increase their support
and consequently their influence, sometimes even managing to secure places in
their parliaments or the European Parliament. The way in which extremist groups
do this is by finding scapegoats for people to direct their anger at. In several
European states and Croatia many far-right extremist groups and individuals are
collecting political points through populism by using the speech of hate. In the
following elections in May 2014 Croatia will have its first regular elections to the
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European Parliament. With this meeting in Croatia we wanted to raise awareness
about all the negative aspects of rising extremism in the European Union.
Both the welcoming day and the two following days consisted of a full programme of panels and discussions among participants, as well as workshops on
“Arguing Against Extremism” and “Positive Practice in Radicalisation and Intolerance Prevention among Youth”. During the first days the EDS Participants also got
the chance to discuss the Council of Europe campaign “No Hate Speech” and to
get a broader overview of the impact of the campaign in Croatia.
During this event we will also explored the topic of “Common Defence and
Security Policy of EU’’. EDS considered this topic to be of high importance due to

the recent developments in Ukraine and had the great honour to receive Dustin
Dehez, Senior Advisor, Global Governance Institute, as the main speaker on the
topic.
As the event was held in the early stages of the Juncker Campaign, EDS took
the opportunity to organise a street campaign for Juncker in Split, filling the
street with young students supporting Juncker. The EDS Council Meeting in Split
passed five resolutions: “Youth vs. Extremism”, “Increasing Language Learning”,
“Energy Diversification”, “Sectarian Violence and the Plight of Christians in the
Middle-East” and “The Youth of Ukraine against Extremism”, and also elected a
new EDS Vice-Chairman, Mikkel Wrang from KS Denmark.

EDS POLICY DAYS

“UKRAINE IS EUROPE” European Ide
Place:
Dates:

Kiev, Ukraine
5-8th June , 2014

From 5 June until 8 June EDS met in Kiev for the EDS Policy Days on the topic
“Ukraine is Europe! European Identity of Ukraine!” Ukraine has always been a
part of Europe with its historical and cultural roots rooted there. The core of a
modern state is that the nation is democratic, obeys the rule of law and free
for its citizens. During the period from November until late February, and until
the presidential elections on 25 May, we have witnessed suppression, use of
military powers, violation of international law, violation of human rights and a

series of other violations in Ukraine.
EDS, as the biggest political student organisation in Europe, urged the importance of close dialogue and cooperation with the students of Ukraine. Since the
start of Euromaidan at the end of November EDS have shown its dedication and
willingness to stand together with Ukraine and actively supported those who are
fighting for a free Ukraine.
The Policy Days in Kiev brought together 40 young students from all our
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entity of Ukraine!
Europe to discuss the future of Ukraine and how students in Ukraine can play
a crucial role in the integration of Ukraine into the EU. The first day of the event
was organised in cooperation with the Konrad-Adeneur-Stiftung and HannsSeidel-Stiftung, discussing the topic of “Ukraine is Europe! European Identity
of Ukraine”. EDS had the honour to discuss with Ambassador Jan Tombínski,
Head of the EU Delegation to Ukraine, Dmytro Bulatov, Minister for Youth and
Sports in Ukraine, and representatives from both foundations and from the

Ministry of Youth and Sports.
On the second day the participants met with Nico Lange, Acting Director for
Political Consulting at the Konrad-Adeneur-Stiftung, to discuss the result of the
European Parliament elections as well as the EU association agreement and the
impact it will have for Ukraine. The second day followed with discussions with
participants from UDAR and Batkivschyna regarding the presidential and the Kiev
City Council elections.

EDS Mission Trip

Mission 6.1
Place:
Dates:

Belgrade, Skopje, Pristina, Tirana, Podgorica, Sarajevo
15-22th June, 2014

The first working day of EDS Balkan Mission started in Skopje, FYR Macedonia.
Participants had a meeting with Youth forces Union of VMRO-DPMNE: Vladimir
Neloski, Chairman; Ivan Stojanoski, International Secretary as well as Bojan
Stojanovski and Nikola Duduloski introduced the participants to youth politics in the
Former Yugoslavic Republic of Macedonia. Afterwards a round table discussion
on the topic of “Rights for the Young Generation – Opportunities to Succeed”
followed. Vlatko Stolikov, Vice-Rector of Ss. Cyril and Methodius University of
Skopje told about the quality of the education system at universities in Skopje. The
discussion was continued with Zorica Stamenkovska, Agency for Youth and Sport,
and EDS Chairwoman Eva Majewski. Youth unemployment was discussed in a
second roundtable in which Ingrid Hopp and Georgios Chatzigeorgiou participated.
The next day, the EDS delegation arrived in Pristina, Kosovo, where it held round table

discussions on the topics of “The quality of Education in Europe – Importance for the
Future Generation” and “EU and Kosovo after the Parliamentary Elections”. Welcome
speeches were held by Granit Ternava, Konrad Adenauer Foundation in the Kosovo,
Eva Majewski, EDS Chairwoman and Qendrim Gashi, Professor at the University of
Pristina, Faculty of Math Science. With further specialists from the educational sector
the participants evaluated higher education in Kosovo and its main challenges.
In the headquarters of LDK (Member of EPP) a meeting with Isa Mustafa, President
of LDK and Teuta Sahatçia, Vice-President of LDK, was held about the programme
of LDK party, the Kosovo political and parliamentary system. Armend Ibrahimi,
Chairman of Youth Forum of LDK, also participated in the discussion. The afternoon
closed with a session on youth entrepreneurship.
The third day of the Balkan Trip led the participants to Tirana, Albania. There they
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had a meeting with Lulzim Basha, Mayor of Tirana since 2011, and leader of
the Democratic Party of Albania (PD, and EPP member party). The meeting was
followed by a discussion with activists of Youth Forum of Democratic Party. Topics
discussed were higher education and youth unemployment. Then participants had
a meeting with political analysts Mr. Artan Hoxha, who spoke about the system of
economy, higher education, employment in Albania, its specificity and challenges and also about opportunities for young people.
In Podgorica, Montenegro, on the fourth day of the trip EDS, the delegation visited
parliament, met with the deputy speaker of the House, had lunch with several
MPs. In the afternoon, a panel with representatives from the youth wings of the
parties represented in parliament was held. The day was rounded up with a dinner
reception with representatives of KAS office and Students’ Association.

In Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the EDS delegation met with Senad Sepic,
MP, Vice-President of Party of Democratic Action - SDA. Afterwards, Amer
Obradovic from the Centre for New Initiatives and Ivana Maric from KAS took the
floor, focusing on national questions, (youth) unemployment, corruption and national
energy. The delegates then spent the afternoon in the headquarters of SDA,
discussing with Arnela Babic, International Secretary of EDS member organization
AM-SDA and other partners from the Institute for Youth Development. The participants fruitfully discussed the specificities of voters preferences, youth issues in
political parties’ programs and how to improve the educational system. The Mission
Trip concluded in Belgrade, Serbia, where the delegation met with local politicians,
NGOs, journalists and scholars of KAS. A final EDS Campaign “Youth against
extremism” with local young activists rounded up the programme.
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Publications are one of the
most active and regular
activities in the work of
the European Democrat
Students. Almost all the EDS
Executive Bureau contributed
to publication activities.

EDS

Croatia’s Case
for the Union

EDS

Entrepreneurship in Higher Education

A significant part of the publications
of EDS is the organisation’s official
magazine – BullsEye. The magazine
is issued four times in this working
year. Contributions to this year’s
issues came from all members of the
editorial team, bureau members and
students outside the editorial team as
well. Thanks to the high-quality contributions from the editorial team and
other authors, we have assembled an
excellent overview of many European
topics, events and processes. The
magazine has become a “bouquet” of
different opinions, views and attitudes
of young people from across Europe.
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Our Choice
is Europe

BullsEye is the main tool used by
EDS to provide information on the
whole range of political, economic,
educational and social processes
taking place around Europe and
abroad. Elections, protests, budgets
and tough political decisions have
been just a small part of the contents
of the BullsEye issues since the end
of 2013. Objective journalism and
youthful zeal for justice are the leading
motivators for all who are involved in
the magazine.

For the last three issues of BullsEye
the responsible bureau member
was Vice-Chairman Andrey Novakov
who worked closely with other
members of the Executive Bureau
and Editor-in-Chief Henry Hill. The
first issue of the magazine was the
responsibility of former Vice-Chairman
Vit Vosecek. EDS designer Uroš
Podgorelec has also continued to
provide the design work for BullsEye.
BullsEye is now also uploaded to the
internet meaning anyone can read
the current and some of the previous
issues. BullsEye’s issues have been
distributed at all EDS events as well
as during events which bureau members attended on behalf of EDS. 1,000
copies of each issue were printed and
distributed across Europe, especially
through EDS member organisations.

Anette Thoresen is after three years at an American high School
in the Netherlands, my journey continued to the University of
Oslo and a bachelor’s degree in political science. During my degree I spent a semester abroad in California, USA studying sociology. A full year of travelling broadened my horizon and cultural understanding, after which I set off to complete a master’s
degree in international relations in England. After I completed
my master’s degree I became a member of the Young Conservatives and the Conservative Student Union in Norway, which
later led me to participate in events with European Democrat
Students. In 2012 I was an election observer in Tbilisi, Georgia
and the surrounding areas with EDS during the parliamentary
election and I have attended council meetings in Romania and
Slovakia. In the summer of 2013 I started writing actively for the
BullsEye magazine. I am currently working for the Norwegian
Directorate of Immigration, whilst I am also active in YATA (the
Youth Atlantic Treaty Association) and the Educational Help.
Elisabeta Ungureanu is a proud alumnus of the University of
Bucharest with a BA in History and an MA in Diplomacy. After
finishing a Romanian artist dictionary project, Elisabeta moved
to the UK to work with Leonardo Projects under the Lifelong
Learning Programme for a private company.
Silvie Rohr is a German law student from Humboldt- University
in Berlin. In the working year 2012/2013 she was Vice-Chariman
of RCDS Germany and in that capacity Chairman of the Federal
Committee for Europe and a member of the EDS
Council.
Her political portfolio as a member of the centre-right political
party CDU in Germany includes the following positions: board
member of Junge Union Mainz (Mitte) and member of the KAS
working group “Young Integration Politicians”.
Besides her political commitments Silvie Rohr worked as
freelancer for Radio Essen and as a student assistant for the
German television channel ZDF. During her activities for the
European Law Students’ Association Germany (ELSA) she was
trained as Director for Public Relations and held this Position in
the local branch of Mainz for two years. In addition, she volunteered in the NGO “Solidarity with Women in Distress” (Solwodi)
in Mombasa, Kenya. Through this she gained experience in
the field of human trafficking, child labour, prostitution and HIV/
AIDS prevention.
As Editor of BullsEye, Silvie Rohr contributed articles on a range
of matters including the European elections, human rights and
e-learning.
David Vaculik, I am nineteen-years-old. I study International
Relations and European Studies at the Metropolitan University
Prague. I became a member of Mladi Konzervativci in 2012
as well as member of the Civic Democratic Party/Obcanska
demokraticka strana. My hobbies are politics, diplomacy and
current affairs. I became a member of Mladi Konzervativci because I have a keen interest in politics. MK and EDS provide a
great opportunity to travel and meet new people from across
Europe. I would like to participate in EDS events as much as
possible but sometimes only have limited time to take part in
events. EDS not only provides a great source of fun but also
the opportunity to work hard and get involved in real political
negotiations. I find EDS as very fruitful and fulfilling European
youth organisation.
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AG Austria
AktionsGemeinschaft / www.aktionsgemeinschaft.at
www.facebook.com/bundesAG
https://twitter.com/AG_ent
In August 2014 our annual summer meeting took place at which a new executive board was elected. Markus Habernig replaced Florian
Lerchbammer as Chairman of AktionsGemeinschaft. He and his team will lead AG until the next elections which will take place in May/
June 2015.
The elections of our national parliament which took place in September brought some changes to the government ministries. One of
these changes was the fusion of the Ministry of Science with the Ministry of Economics which led to criticism from all over Austria. As
we see representing students as our main task, we also raised our concerns and finally took part in protest actions in December.
Another major topic which accompanied us throughout the year was the change to the law concerning the elections of student representatives in Austria. In May/June 2015, when the next election will take place, all students in Austria will have the chance to vote directly
for their highest representative in the “ÖH-Bundesvertretung”, or Student Parliament. As the voter participation was beneath 30% in
2013, the introduction of absentee voting, which has been one of our main claims, will give students the possibility to vote more freely.
A further concern has been the insufficient budgetary situation of our education system, something which has had an influence on all our
actions in the past year. We think that decreasing the budget for education is an alarming signal as we see the provision of an excellent
education as one the main tasks of the state.
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YF Belarus
Young Front
Малады Фронт

mfront.net
In October, YF held its annual meeting with sixty members and and elected its new board. Zmitser Dashkevich and Andrei Cianiuta
were elected as the two co-chairmen. Zmitser was re-elected whilst Andrei was previously a regional activist.
Last year YF campaigned for its political prisoners including a YF prisoner named Eduard Lobau. YF is an unregistered group with
more than 7 our members in prison during last year. Zmitser Dashkevich was arrested three times, also before Hockey championship for 25 days.
YF was also active in international relations. Our representetives took part in EDS council meeting, there were several common
event with youth Norwegian Christian Democrats (CRFU).

EDH Belgium
Etudiants Démocrates Humanistes
On the 30 April 2013, Jérôme Bastin was elected president of EDH. Loris Resinelli was appointed Political Secretary while Julien Sassel
became Secretary General, also in charge of international relations. The new bureau took office on 1 July.
At the national level, EDH adopted a memorandum including more than 60 concrete proposals for education. The memorandum has been
a long-term job that required several meetings with actors in the education system.
Several of these proposals were integrated into the programme of our mother party, the cdH. These proposals concern, for example, the
implementation of a system of linear scholarship instead of a sliding-scale system for tuition fees. We also propose to reform the registration system for students’ maximum working time. We also submitted proposals for the implementation of a central social department to
help the students avoid the twisting roads of bureaucracy in the search for scholarship.
We were happy to see many of our members elected to the Student Council of the University of Louvain-la-Neuve while our members in
the campuses of Liège and Namur have increased our influence by developing good relations with the Student Council leadership despite
the absence of any EDH representatives.
As 2014 has been the year of Belgian general elections (including federal, regional and European elections), our campuses made a big effort to increase the visibility of our ideas by organising several events, including lectures on the financial crisis and on the drugs legalisation
in Liège, a meeting on our mother party’s action at the different levels of Belgian politics and a lecture on European elections in Louvain-laNeuve. Namur organised a lecture on the European elections too.
Concerning our international relations, we were happy to have a more regular presence at EDS activities. We were pleased to host EDS
chairwoman Eva Majewski as a lecturer in Louvain-la-Neuve. In an effort to strengthening our relations with our Flemish colleagues of
CDS, we had the pleasure of the visit of their chairman, Bart Sips, at the traditional 24-hour bike ride of Louvain-la-Neuve (the largest
students’ event in Belgium).
The EDH concluded their year with the re-election of Jérôme Bastin as national president on 30 April 2014.
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FISS Bulgaria
Федерация на независимите студентски дружества

Federation of Independent Student Societies
In May 2014 the Federation of Independent Students Societies held its Annual Congress in which a new Honorary Chairman of FISS was
elected, Bojidar Vasilev. The Chairwoman, Konstantina Kiprova; the International Secretary, Maria Nenkova; the Secretary General, Mr
Apostol Apostolov; and the Executive Bureau, were re-elected. Todor Gunchev was elected Chairman of the Ronald Reagan Committee.
On 25 May 2014 Bulgaria conducted its European Parliament elections which were again won by the political party GERB, a member
of the European Peoples Party. The new formation, the Reformist Bloc, lost one deputy. Also, with Decision N° 190-ЕП/17.04.2014 of
the Central Election Commission, the Federation of Independent Students Societies was registered again as a National Observer of the
elections. With Decision N° 34/30.03.2014 of the Central Election Commission, the Federation of Independent Students Societies was
included in a Public Council to the Central Election Commission. The International Secretary of FISS Maria Nenkova was an international
observer of the elections in Brussels. During the election campaign, FISS called its members and sympathisers to support the candidates
from GERB and the Reformist Bloc.
This year the Federation continued to develop its joint project with the Bulgarian Institute for Education of Municipal clerks, member of
International Institute of Municipal Clerks, USA. The project is for the creation and implementation of a joint Master Programme.
The Federation of Independent Students Societies continues to take an active part in the campaign for fundraising for the Memorial Bust
of President Ronald Reagan.
The Federation of Independent Students Societies started a campaign against the completion of the South Stream Pipeline, which
violates European energy legislation.
During February 2014, the Federation hosted the Second International Science Conference on the topic of market fundamentalism, in
which students from Bulgaria, Turkey, Serbia, FYROM, Albania, USA, etc. participated.

MGERB Bulgaria
For the working year 2013-2014 MGERB consolidated its position as the leading political youth organisation in Bulgaria. The youth of GERB
has been developed significantly both on the national and international levels through active participation in EPP and EDS events and many
civil and political campaigns in Bulgaria.
Training: “Regional Identity – An integral part of national and European identity”
On 13 June 2013 representatives of MGERB gathered together at a training session covering several topics: political analysis, political
speaking techniques, and political image in society – verbal and non-verbal communications, political behaviour and pragmatics.
MGERB Academy: “The place and role of young people within national and European politics and the economy”
The Academy took place between 30 November and 1 December and gathered more than 110 young people from the whole country.
The training focussed on the engagement of young people in policy, both internal and European. Among the main topics discussed were
“Youth unemployment and stimulating entrepreneurship – opportunities through operational programmes 2014-2020” and “Regional
development programmes”.

CIVIL INITIATIVES WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF “EUROPE 2020”
MGERB organised hypnotherapy for autistic children
For the fifth time MGERB – Vratsa organised hypnotherapy for children from the Resource centre for supporting the integral education of
children and students with special educational needs. Each child was given a named card with 40-minute horse riding sessions included.
Autism is a disability that responds favourably to hypnotherapy. It is proven that children who undergo this treatment make progress in
their physical and mental condition.
Informational campaign for high school applicants and their parents
MGERB – Sliven prepared a brochure containing information for all specialised high schools in the region. The brochures were given to
parents of high school applicants from all the municipalities of the Sliven region.
MGERB provided free Wi-Fi in Varna
In April MGERB – Varna set up free Wi-Fi hotspots in small municipalities around Varna, including in places for disabled people.
MGERB participation in the campaign for the 2013 parliamentary elections
MGERB took an active role to support GERB’s second consecutive victory in the early elections for representatives in May 2013. The youth
organisation of the party actively participated in the election campaign. In their day-to-day work the young people applied in practice their
campaign management and political campaign planning skills. MGERB members also stood as candidates for representatives, some
being already members of the National Assembly.
MGERB participation in the campaign for the 2014 European elections
Members of the youth of GERB again played a significant role in the European elections campaign. MGERB organised many proactive
events and initiatives which contributed to the election victory of the GERB political party. Following the election the EPP has seven MEPs
whilst the PES only has seven.
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INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL COOPERATION
The rule of law, following clear rules, morality and dialogue with citizens: MGERB met the European Commissioner Viviane Reding
On 22 July representatives of MGERB met the Vice-President of the European Commission, Viviane Reding. The young people discussed
with Mrs Reding the challenges which Bulgarian youngsters are facing and shared with her their worries about the prospects for young
people within the context of the unstable socialistic governance of the country.
MGERB took part in the EDS Summer University
MGERB was present at the annual EDS Summer University which was held in Berlin, Germany. Vice-president Andrey Novakov was
re-elected for a second term and MGERB member Gueorg Danielov was appointed as a co-chair of the PWG for Policies for Europe.
MGERB participated in the international conference “Common challenges to young people in Southern Europe and the Mediterranean
region”
The Conference which took place on 12-15 September in Athens, Greece. Participants of the Conference included representatives from
the youth organisations of the EPP family from Greece, Romania, Italy, Spain, Lebanon, Cyprus, France and Portugal.
Autumn EDS Council Meeting
Vice-chairman Andrey Novakov and co-chair Gueorg Danielov participated in the third EDS Council Meeting, which took place in Ghent,
Belgium. The forum was attended by more than 70 participants from 26 member organisations.

SO HSS Croatia
SO HSS Croatia
Sveučilišna Organizacija HSS
University Organization of HSS
http://www.hss.hr/component/content/article/133-sveucilisna-organizacija
In August 2013 at the EDS Summer University in Berlin, SO HSS Vice-Chairman Ivan Burazin was elected as a Vice-Chairman of EDS. In
April 2014 SO HSS was host to the EDS Council Meeting held in Split, Croatia from 22 to 27 April 2014. The main topic of the Council
Meeting was ‘’Youth versus Extremism’’.
During the working year SO HSS, as the official student organisation of the HSS, played a significant role in the local elections in all university cities in Croatia. Before the elections, two new branches of SO HSS were established, one in the city of Zadar and one in Bjelovar.
In August 2014 the sixteenth annual SO HSS Summer Academy was held in Zadar. The main topic of the Academy was ‘’Cooperation of
the Private Sector with the Higher Education Institutions in Croatia’’. Speakers came from both the private sector and higher education
institutions. The Academy was opened by the HSS Chairman Branko Hrg and the party leadership. During the Academy, newly elected
EDS Chairwoman Eva Majewski addressed participants as a special guest.
SO HSS participated in the first regular elections for the European Parliament in Croatia. SO HSS members and other HSS members
worked and campaigned for our newly elected MEP Marijana Petir, who achieved an excellent result.
As for domestic policy, during the year SO HSS, through many press conferences and public protests both on the national and local level,
campaigned against the wrong policies that are directed towards solving the problem of the already high youth unemployment in Croatia.
The main issues we stood for publicly were entrepreneurship in higher education and support for young entrepreneurs.
Alongside our political work, SO HSS continued our tradition of working on a series of humanitarian projects. This year SO HSS entered its
104th year of existence, making us the oldest political student organisation in Croatia and one of the oldest in the whole of Europe.
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MK Czech Republic
Mladí konzervativci, z. s. (Young Conservatives Czech Republic)
The most important event of the past year was the XXII Congress of the Mladi konzervativci, where a new board was elected. This
Congress was held at the same time as the EDS Council Meeting in Budapest. Chairman Jiri Fremr was re-elected and International Secretary of MK Lukas Vitek was elected as Deputy Chairman of MK. Other members elected to the board were Tamara Koresova, Roman
Stepanek, Petr Tomasek, Milan Vyskocil and Josef Kastil. The board has a mandate until March 2016.
In past year MK has organised its largest number of events for local and international participants measured against the same period in
the past. In June 2013 MK held a meeting for international organisation DEMYC which so far is its most recent event. Another international event was the EYC Annual Congress held in Prague in December 2013 where its new board was elected.
National events which must be mentioned are the annual Summer University of MK which was held in Havlickuv Brod in the Highlands
Region, the Winter University held in the Silesia Region, and several events and conferences for young students and people, members of
MK and members of the ODS under age of 35 which were held all over the Czech Republic.
Because of the resignation of the Government, legislative elections took place in October 2013 and MK participated in the campaign with
our focus being young people and students in the Czech Republic. Members of MK all over the Czech Republic stood as candidates in
these elections having been appointed by their regional branches of ODS.
We strengthened our cooperation with ODS (www.ods.cz), which was the leading governmental party until August 2013. This cooperation resulted into the positions on the MK candidate list for the elections to the European Parliament. These candidates were given 23rd,
25th and 28th position on the list and Marcela Kropacova, Lukas Vitek and Aneta Martiskova were nominated as candidates. Although
none of them was elected, this sets a precedent for the next European elections.
There were a few organisational changes and general remarks to be mentioned. We have new a Secretary General, Jakub Masek (+420
731 227 902, info@konzervativci.cz), and a new Representative to EDS, David Vaculik (vaculik_david@gbn.cz), successor to Vit Vosecek,
who resigned in March 2014. We would like to ask the Secretary General of EDS to send all e-mails for MK to info@konzervativci.cz and
David Vaculik’s e-mail address.

FPK Protoporia Cyprus
ΦΟΙΤΗΤΙΚΗ ΠΑΡΑΤΑΞΗ ΚΥΠΡΙΩΝ ΠΡΩΤΟΠΟΡΙΑ

www.protoporia.org
FPK Protoporia (FPK), the biggest student organization in Cyprus, commenced its 2013-2014 working year from July 2013. In July 2013,
the annual electoral assembly took place whereby the Central Bureau elected Mr. Petros Demetriou as Chairman of FPK for a second year.
Chairman shared his ideas and proposed a number of changes to be made during the year ahead. Mr Marios Hlia was elected as the
new Secretary General and Mr Antreas Ttaouxis was re-elected as the International Secretary.
During the year, FPK Protoporia supported a number of proposals on Higher Education. The proposals involved improving students’ living
standards and the Cypriot Higher Education system. Additional proposals included the reduction of fees for private universities and the
establishment of a medical school at the University of Cyprus.
Between the months January to May, FPK was actively involved in nation-wide student elections around Europe. Elections were held
in eighteen universities including the University of Cyprus, University of Nicosia, Cyprus University of technology, University of tourism,
European University and Frederick University. The elections in Cyprus were followed by elections in universities around Greece in the cities
of Athens, Thessaloniki, Ioannina, Patra, Volos, Komotini, Larissa, Heraclion and Rethymno.
Elections were also held in Hungary and the Czech Republic and of course at the United Kingdom where a very large number of Cypriot
students live and study. FPK Protoporia achieved the biggest victory in its history. Out of around 15000 votes cast, FPK Protoporia acquired
46.3%, securing the majority of the seats in the students’ federation.
During the year, FPK Protoporia conducted several campaigns urging the youth to participate in the European Elections and managed
to enroll new voters in the electoral register. Given FKP is the youth wing of the centre-right Cypriot Democratic Rally party (DISY), FKP
actively supported DISY’s MEP. FKP achieved significant results by securing 37.75% votes, an increase of more than 2% since the last
European election in 2009.
Throughout the year FPK Protoporia organised and co-organised several events such as ‘changes4Cyprus’ and the ‘startupCyprus’ where
many young people had the opportunity to engage in discussions of tackling youth unemployment, an economic recession and encouraging entrepreneurship. Finally, with the motto ‘We should never forget our history’, on the 3rd of January 2014, FPK Protoporia commemorated FPK’s first executive bureau by organizing a large-scale event.
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KS Denmark
Konservative Studerende
www.konservativestuderende.dk
www.facebook.com/konservativestuderende
KS Denmark held their annual general meeting on 8 March 2014. At the meeting a new bureau was elected. Andreas Teckemeier was
elected as National Chairman, Peter Hedegaard-Degn was elected Deputy Chairman, and Mikkel Wrang, Niels Borch and Espen Krogh
were elected Vice Chairmen. Mikkel Wrang was also re-elected as International Secretary.
During 2013-2014, student politics has come to the fore of media attention in Demark as the Government has tightened the reins on the
universities, pushing for students to finish their education in a shorter time. KS Denmark has fought to ensure that these demands will be
implemented in a way that does not put unreasonable pressure on students or jeopardise the quality of Danish higher education.
Our local branches participated in the student elections at their respective universities during the late Autumn of 2013. In these elections
KS Copenhagen gained particularly good results, with 10% of the popular vote, half the seats at the Faculty of Law, one fourth of the seats
at the Faculty of Health and Medical Science, and all the seats of the Veterinarian Sciences student body.

IRL Noored Estonia
IRL Youth
In January 2013, Sirle Rosenfeldt was elected as Chairman whilst the Board of IRL Youth (IRLY) included three Deputy-Chairs (Linda
Eichler, Marek-Andres Kauts and Harri Puskar). Secretary General Holger Migur left his post on the 1st of May (Holger was called to
join the Estonian Army) and was replaced by Sille Ader. Additionally, at the beginning of 2014, Harri Puskar left IRL Youth because of
work-commitments yet Harri maintains close contact with IRL Youth.
In February 2014, IRL had its Congress, where two IRLY members ran as candidates for the IRL Party Board. With the best result and the
10th result in all, our Chairman Sirle Rosenfeldt was elected to the Board of IRL.
IRLY has also been internationally active outside EDS. Last year in July IRLY held the YEPP Summer School in Estonia. This year we are
hosting the EDS Summer University in July.
In the local elections in October, IRLY made unprecedented achievements. Firstly, IRLY ran it’s own campaign team whereby fifty IRLY
active members engaged in campaigns and helped secure five IRLY members in the local councils. Additionally, IRLY one member stand
for the European Elections.
This year we are already preparing for the Parliamentary Elections that will take place in March 2015. Given IRL are no longer in government since this spring, the March 2015 elections will require significant campaigning efforts to achieve strong results.
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TK Finland
Kokoomuksen Opiskelijaliitto Tuhatkunta ry
www.kokoomusopiskelijat.fi
www.facebook.com/kokoomusopiskelijat
A new bureau for TK Finland was selected for the year 2014 consisting of the Chairman, two Vice Chairs and nine bureau members.
Daniel Lahti was elected as the new Chairman. Pirre Seppänen and Lauri Koponen were elected as Vice Chairs. A new Secretary General,
Turkka Sinisalo, was also appointed. A member of the bureau, Micke Kari, was appointed to represent Tuhatkunta at EDS events and in
other international affairs.
Vice Chair Pirre Seppänen was elected to the bureau of the National Union of University Students in Finland (SYL). Other TK Finland
bureau members have also gained influential positions in various different fields such as membership of university boards, municipal
governments and other local government branches.
TK Finland, which is the official student organisation of National Coalition Party Kokoomus, actively participated in the European Elections.
A significant amount of TK’s members took an active role in the campaigns of various MEPs. The National Coalition Party was able to keep
its place as the biggest party in Finland, maintaining its three MEPs.
The National Coalition Party Kokoomus will elect a new Chairman in June of 2014. The new Chairman will also become the Prime Minister
of Finland for the remaining electoral period.

UNI-MÉT France
Union Nationale Inter-universitaire
Mouvement des étudiants
http://uni.asso.fr
Twitter: @droiteuniv
UNI-MET has been very active in France’s universities this year. Indeed, every board of direction had to be renewed which leads automatically to student elections. Over 80 elections were held and UNI-MET contested almost all of them. It was a lot of work explaining to
students why our Socialist government got everything wrong on higher education. These elections were a success and we had our best
results in the Universities of Mulhouse, Pau and Lyon.
UNI-MET held its annual general meeting in Paris on 30 November and 1 December. Many political and intellectual personalities gave
speeches, including the former Minister of Justice Rachida Dati, the former Minister of Higher Education Valérie Pécresse, the head of the
UMP party Jean-François Copé and the French writer Denis Tillinac. This was a great chance for UNI-MET members to gather and talk
about the future of the organisation as the main student opposition movement.
One of our most important campaigns this year was against the introduction of gender studies in elementary and primary schools. Essentially, the plan was to teach our children they are not born as a boy or as a girl but raised as such and that they are free to choose their
gender and to change if they feel like it. We built an awareness campaign to inform parents what their children were about to learn. This
was a success, for now the government has not gone as far as originally planned but we have to remain vigilant on the topic.
We had another successful campaign concerning governmental housing support that the government wanted to cut. We managed to get
25,000 students to sign our petition within 24 hours, forcing the government to back down on the subject.
At the international level, we got in touch with the newly formed União Democrática Acadademica which is the first right-wing student
association created in Brazil. We were glad to exchange opinions on our problems which are mainly the same: the omnipresence of
Communist activists. We shared with them our solution and our way of dealing with Communist activists within universities.
We also had the chance to meet Jimmy Kyaw Min Yu, who is the former leader of the Student Union against Marxism in Myanmar and
who has only just been freed from 20 years of prison in his country. It was a great reminder that in some places people still risks their lives
to fight for freedom against Communism.
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RCDS Germany
Ring Christlich-Demokratischer Studenten (Union of Christian-Democrat Students)
www.rcds.de
The new legislative period for RCDS started in October 2013 with the election of the new board during the Federal Delegates Assembly
in Berlin, which is also the biggest event of the year in the RCDS calendar, where the new board is elected annually and where different
resolutions, strategies and internal issues are also discussed. After a turbulent ballot RCDS finally had new leadership: Martin Röckert
became Chairman, Grace Klass was elected Deputy Chairwoman and Jacob Schleu became Treasurer.
Soon afterwards, two federal expert committees were formed: Political Advisory and Europe. RCDS also introduced its new corporate
design: a new website, new campaign materials, flyers, pins, etc.
Michael Lönne was confirmed as Secretary General and Dimitar Keranov also remained International Secretary.
In 2014, elections were again held at many German universities and again RCDS was victorious, managing to strengthen its positions and
improve its results throughout the whole country.
RCDS supported the CDU/CSU with a multiple of ideas and programmes during the European Elections and also launched its new European campaign: ‘Generation Erasmus’, which brings important European political issues to the table.
Another highlight in the campaign for the European Elections was when RCDS launched its project ‘L’Europe- c’est moi’, which was aimed
at exposing the SPD Candidate Martin Schulz as self-centred, incompetent and incapable of leading the European Commission. CDU/CSU
won the European Elections as expected and RCDS played an active role in the campaign.
Throughout the legislative period RCDS was actively represented at all EDS Council Meetings, focusing most notably at contributing to the
work of the PWG Higher Education and Research.

YSO GRAALI Georgia
1. Project: Democracy Discussions - May , 2013 – November, 2013
In May 2013, YSO GRAALI partnered with International Republican Institute to launch the third round of “The Project Democracy Discussions.” “Democracy Discussions” encourages youth to engage actively in politics. Between May and November
Project Democracy Discussions guest speakers included:
Canan Atilgan - Director of Regional Program Political Dialogue of South Caucasus, Konrad Adedanuer Stuftung
Brigit Brink - Deputy Chief of Mission Embassy of USA
Boris Iarochevitch - Deputy Head of EU Delegation to Georgia
Andrea Keerbs - Director of IRI, Georgia
Gocha Alexandria - President of GTUC
Youth Political Debates – March 2013
YSO GRAALI members have successfully participated in Youth Political TV Debates. The Project is supported by IRI/USAID and
Swiss Embassy. The topic of the Debate was Youth Policy in Georgia.
2. “Promoting Democracy in Georgia” - December, 2012 - June , 2013
3. V Forum of Young Organizations of Georgia - December , 2013
4. New Secretary General in YSO GRAALI - March 2014
5. Day of the Georgian Language – April, 2014
6. Youth for Europe – May, 2014
7. Local Government Elections – June, 2014
8. International Relations - June , 2014
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DAP Greece
Dimokratiki Ananeotiki Protoporia – Nea Demokratiki Fititiki Kinissi /
Δημοκρατική Ανανεωτική Πρωτοπορία – Νέα Δημοκρατική Φοιτητική Κίνηση

Hellas
The last academic year was one of the most successful periods for DAP-NDFK.
In July 2013, a new DAP-NDFK National Board was elected. Apostolis Bakolas was elected Secretary General and Pavlos Konstas was
elected International Secretary, proposed by Sakis Ioannidis, the new president of DAP-NDFK’s mother organisation, ONNED.
In October, DAP-NDFK ran a major campaign to re-open Greece’s universities “#anoixtessxoles.gr”, which included an online petition
of more than 34,500 students claiming their right to open universities in response to the three-month strike by civil servants in higher
education institutions. The campaign culminated in a massive demonstration in which more than 2,000 students participated.
During the academic year, DAP-NDFK supported a series of concrete proposals on higher education aimed at improving Greek higher education institutions along the standards of the European educational system and improving students’ everyday life. DAP’s main proposals
referred to the private funding of universities, the extension of faculties’ online services and the adoption of internships as a necessary part
of the education process.
DAP-NDFK, as a dominant body representing the majority of students in Greek universities introduced a full package of revolutionary
proposals under the title “Student Unions, beyond Parties” to re-establish student unions and their role in higher education. The goal was
to decrease the influence of extreme minorities active in some universities and to revive the student’s movement with an institutionalised
structure by establishing a National Student Council. The National Student Council would consist of board members elected from the
student political organisations, according to the majority share denoted by student elections. This way each proposal or resolution adopted by the National Student Council would be defended by all political student organisations and would stop the endless and purposeless
arguing. DAP-NDFK believes it is time in Greece for parties to step back and for students to make their voice heard. This way the student
movement will matter once again, assisting the continuous advancement of Greece’s higher education institutions and their connection
with the labour market as well as the development of research programmes and academic excellence.
In addition, in May 2014 the annual student elections took place, in which DAP-NDFK managed to receive a dominant 43.06% of votes
from 175 institutions across the country and proved its strength for a 28th consecutive year.
Regarding international matters, DAP-NDFK was host to the second EDS Council Meeting for the 2013-14 working year in Athens in
December 2013, called “Let me be!” with Entrepreneurship in Higher Education being the main subject of discussion. The event was held
successfully in a four-day programme consisting of meeting with policy makers, young entrepreneurs and a visit to large investment sites.
DAP participated actively in most EDS activities and submitted some noteworthy resolutions on “European Immigration”, “Youth Mobility”
and the “Rising Phenomenon of Violence” which were unanimously adopted by the EDS Council as well as co-sponsoring the resolution
on “Internship Programmes” which was unanimously adopted by the EPP Political Assembly.
In addition, DAP-NDFK hosted a bilateral meeting in Athens with our sister organisation, Høyres Studenterforbund, from Norway, in
October where the two organsations discussed their common challenges and proposals for higher education.

SC Italy
Twitter.com/StudiCentro
facebook.com/StudiCentro
StudiCentro has been the main protagonist in the Italian debate on education issues.
Since mid-2013 StudiCentro has worked closely with Minister Maria Chiara Carrozza and Secretary of State Gian Luca Galletti regarding
changes to the rules for access to university.
There have been several meetings between the leadership of StudiCentro and the representatives of the Ministry of Education.
At the same time there have been many battles carried forward into this year, such as the internationalisation of universities, the cap
to the cost of school books, combating early school leaving, the introduction of e-books, and campaigning against the cost of student
parking in the carparks of schools and universities.
StudiCentro, with its national spokesperson and national coordinator Virgilio Falco, and the national coordinator Filippo Pompei and the
Rome coordinator Vittorio di Vincenzo, have been consulted twice in the Chamber of Deputies on draft legislation on matters relating to
schools and universities.
Filippo Pompei has also met Minister of Labour Enrico Giovannini a number of times to present solutions to youth unemployment in Italy .
In 2014 StudiCentro participated with its national spokesperson in memorials to the victims of the concentration camps at Auschwitz and
Krakow in an institutional mission with President of the Senate Pietro Grasso and the Minister of Education.
With the change of Government, Filippo Pompei with Carlos Ciocci met the Minister of Education Stefania Giannini and the Secretary of
State Gabriele Toccafondi to present the “Italian Excellence” initiative. Important support with the technical structure of the Ministry of
Education also came from Marta Romano.
StudiCentro was also highly active in its foreign activities, with the appointment as Deputy Secretary General of EDS of Virgilio Falco
and the activity of the foreign affairs committee composed of Francesco Sismondini, Francesco Scavone, Giacomo Rossetto, Giuseppe
Melcore.
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YLC Israel
Young Likud Congress
דוכילה יריעצ תדיעו

Ve’idath Tse’irey HaLikud
Since the last elections to the 19th Knesset (Israeli Parliament), about one and a half years ago, the union of the parliamentary
faction of the Likud Party and of the Yisrael Betenu Party continues today. PM Benjamin Netanyahu leads the Likud Party, whilst FA
Minister Avigdor Lieberman leads Yisrael Betenu Party.
Despite, both parties have maintained their individuality, the two parties’ youth wing are united under the Young Likud Betenu
Consolidation (YLBC). YLBC is composed of Young Likud Congress (YLC) and Young Yisrael Betenu. The union of Likud Party and
Yisrael Betenu Party plays a key role in maintaining political stability in Israel.
Moreover, on 10th of July 2014, YLC will run an election on the YLC President, Board, Chairpersons and Council. YLC will run an
election after a decade due to a general stagnation of the entire political process in the party, following a variety of political and
legal reasons. The merger between the two youth wings also ensures stability of our activities in international institutions.
We expect that after these elections, the status of the myriads members of Young Likud will be strengthened even more than it
is today, as PM Netanyahu declared in front of hundreds of our activists, which he invited to his official residence last May. YLC’s
international popularity is expected to rise given PM praise on YLC’s achievements. YLC’s key activities included YLC’s cooperation
with EDS and the resolution on Cooperation of Israeli and Palestinian Employees, which took place during the CM in Budapest last
February - as was expressed during his phone call to the President of YLC, Mr. Davidi Hermelin, which was done last March.
We at YLC consider this as a significant step to our goal – bridging the gap between Israel and the EU. YLC’s activities are crucial
given the recent disappointments such as not only in the filed of the Iranian nuclear project but also regarding the negotiations
between Israel and the Palestinian Authority.
In light of this, we believe that our recent strengthening inside the party’s scene is important for the bridging between the EU and
the Israelis, as well as their government, led stably by our mother party and its chairman.

JKL Lithuania
Young Conservative League (LT), www.jkl.lt, www.facebook.com/jaunieji.konservatoriai
From June 2013 JKL has organised many civic and political events. The year was very successful for the organisation. We have created
four new branches in Lithuania and attracted around 200 new members. We also elected a new chairwomen and board.
Our new chairwomen is Agnė Kaniauskaitė, who was elected by the delegates last December. She is a political science student and
will graduate this June. Furthermore, a new board of six members was elected in May 2014. The new board members are Gabrielė
Bubokaitė, Vytautas Budreika, Kristijonas Leipus, Erikas Mackevičius, Dovydas Skarolskis and Simona Vitkauskaitė.
Last autumn JKL organised a very popular civic school throughout Lithuania which simulated the work of a local municipality board.
Students from schools were invited to a local municipality hall where they became board members for one day and tried to solve local
problems. Afterwards, these solutions were given to the local mayor. Besides our annual activities, this spring JKL members had an
opportunity to participate in intensive in-house training which were organised to improve their skills in various fields.
JKL also actively participated in the Presidential and European Parliamentary elections in Lithuania in May 2014. We supported the current
president of Lithuania, Dalia Grybauskaitė, campaigning on her behalf very actively and ultimately successfully – she was elected for five
more years. We also helped the Homeland Union – Lithuanian Christian Democrats (TS-LKD) party in the European elections. These were
also a great success – TS-LKD won first place and our member Gabrielius Landsbergis became a member of the European Parliament.
JKL is in the process of reinventing its international strategy. Vytautas Budreika was elected as the new International Secretary of JKL.
From now on JKL will try to be more active in its close neighbourhood, engaging in particular with the Eastern Partnership countries. One
recent example was when JKL sent observers to the Ukrainian Presidential elections on 25 May.
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YFU of VMRO-DPMNE
Унија на Млади Сили на ВМРО-ДПМНЕ/ Youth Forces Union of VMRO-DPMNE,

http://vmro-dpmne.org.mk/
In the period of 2013/2014 the Youth Forces Union served as the leading youth organization in the Republic of Macedonia.
In the year of 2013, local elections took place whereby VMRO-DPMNE won the majority of seats in the Local Councils with
57 Mayor seats out of a total of 80. Additionally, VMRO-DPMNE won the Mayor Seat and majority of the Council of capital
city-Skopje.
In the year of 2014, presidential elections and early parliamentary elections took place. VMRO-DPMNE together with the coalition
“For better Macedonia” won the presidential elections and the candidate Mr. Gjorge Ivanov from the coalition “For better Macedonia” now serves as the President of State.
The early parliamentary elections took place in April 2014, VMRO-DPMNE together with the coalition parties won the elections
and secured 61 MP seats (out of a total of 123) in the National Assembly.
The Youth Forces Union in line with party elections, elected its new President and members of the Executive Committee in December 2013. The Executive includes Mr. Vladimir Neloski (President of the Youth Forces Union), Mr. Bojan Stojanoski (Secretary
General), Mrs. Mare Ushkovska (Vice-President) and Mr. Ivan Stojanovski as the International Secretary of Youth Forces Union of
VMRO-DPMNE.
During this period, Youth Forces Union became active in national politics and became the leading youth organization with more
than 45,000 members in Macedonia.
Regarding international affairs, the Youth Forces Union maintains strong ties its neighbors. Most importantly we continue to
contribute to the work and mission of EDS on several levels, in particular with regard to the working groups, debates, logistical and
organizational aid and direct participation in the EDS events.

TLDM Moldova
The Liberal Democratic Youth of Moldova
Tineretul Liberal Democrat din Moldova
www.tldm.md www.pldm.md fb: http://goo.gl/I6Uug5
2013 was a year of change for TLDM. On 23rd of November 2013, TLDM elected a new chairman during the National Congress.
The President George Mocanu MP, who served for two terms, stepped down. Andrei Spinu was elected as President for a two
year term. Both Vasile Saramet and Mihaela Spataru were re-elected as Vice-Presidents. A new Executive Bureau and National
Council began a new mandate.
Last year was an unprecedented year in terms of Moldovan and EU relations. Due to joint efforts of the EU and the Moldovan government, on 28th of April 2014, well ahead of schedule, Moldovan citizens were granted visa-free entry to 26 Schengen Area. This
new development will lead to student mobility and offer positive economic, social, cultural and political contributions. Moreover,
Moldova will sign the Association Agreement on 27th of June which will bring the EU-Moldova relations to unprecedented new
heights.
On the international scene, TLDM remained an active actor, strengthening its ties with EDS and succeeding to become an observer member of YEPP, in Nicosia, Cyprus.
In order to achieve our goals in 2013 - 2014 we run a series of projects with the Moldovan youth. We engage in a wide variety of
fun projects related to energy, culture, politics and policy. We also organize the Political Academy - a series of seminars involving
the political leadership of Moldova. Through the Youth Rules program, we also offer exposure to young people to state institutions.
TLDM is also very keen on promoting European values on the national level through campaigns such as Youth for Europe and the
School of European Studies. Thousands of young people participate in our projects and campaigns each year.
TLDM has launched, along with the mother party, a cluster of policies under the heading of our campaign motto - “Forward”. We
come with 14 solutions for the 2014 Parliamentary elections under 4 headings:
FORWARD for European integration
FORWARD for entrepreneurs
FORWARD for new jobs
FORWARD for quality education
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HS Norway
On 4 to 6 April 2014 Høyres Studenter held its 53rd Annual Meeting in Oslo, where the new National Board was elected. Heidi Fuglesang
was elected President and Ingrid Hopp was re-elected for another term on the National Board in charge of international relations. The HS
Annual Meeting passed two Policy Papers, one in the field of Higher Education and one on Norwegian Foreign Affairs Policies. The AM
also passed three resolutions concerning psychological health among students, the Norwegian municipality structure and the university
structure.
HS International has also been active outside EDS. During the last year HS organised a bilateral meeting in Athens, Greece with EDS
member organisation DAP-NDFK on the topic of Student Mobility and the differences between the higher education systems in the two
countries. HS also hosted a NKSU meeting in Oslo in early February.
HS is active in all student elections in Norway and in the north managed to gain a 38.9% election result in April. “Blå Liste – the Blue List”
represents HS in the Student Parliaments and forms part of the Student Government in Stavanger, Bergen and Tromsø.
On 9 September 2013 Høyre, the parent party of HS, won the Norwegian Parliamentary elections with a great result of 26.8%, which
was an increase of 9.6% from the last parliamentary elections in 2009. Høyre is now in Government with the Norwegian Progress Party,
Fremskrittspartiet, and their Party Leader Erna Solberg is today the Norwegian Prime Minister. HS was also happy to see their former
President Charlotte Spurkeland elected as a Member of Parliament in the last period of her term as HS President. During the elections
campaign HS campaigned in all university cities in Norway.

ODM Slovakia
Občiansko-Demokratická mládež, Civic Democratic Youth
www.odm.sk
www.facebook.com/odmsk
The Civic Democratic Youth (ODM Slovakia) has had a very interesting and successful year. Last year in Slovakia could be called a super
election year: starting with the elections for representatives of territorial districts, then the presidential elections and European Parliamentary elections through to the municipal elections which will take place in November. ODM has played a crucial role in all of these elections.
At the beginning of the working year, during the pre-election period, we introduced our grass-root campaign “Nenechaj v tom SAMOsprávu SAMU”, loosely translated as “Do not leave the territorial district alone”. We have focused this campaign on young people, both
high-school and university students – especially those who are first time voters. The main aim of the campaign was to explain the importance of local districts to everyday life and their direct impact on normal people. During this campaign which lasted over a month, we traveled through almost all of Slovakia and visited many schools and universities where we met a lot of interesting young people and possible
future members. We have found our campaign to be very successful, despite the fact that in one region a right-wing extremist won the
elections because all the other candidates underestimated the influence of protest-voters and considered his success impossible.
The second elections were the presidential elections where we once again focused on first-time voters and young people. We created a
very successful mobile app based on the famous game “FlappyBird” which we named after our current Prime Minister Róbert Fico “FickoBird” because Róbert Fico was the candidate for the Socialist party. The main purpose of game was to remind young people of our Prime
Minister’s numerous affairs and persuade them that he is definitely not the right person to become the President of the Slovak Republic.
This campaign was a great success. This app became the most downloaded app in the Slovak android market for more than one month,
beating apps like Facebook and WhatsApp in the number of downloads. Right before the second round of elections we also released an
iOS version which was also very successful. The total number of downloads reached almost 120,000 unique downloads. The success of
this app also helped us with our social network communication where we doubled our total number of followers on all our social network
platforms and gave us a great communication channel to present our thoughts. Inter alia this campaign received positive attention from
our friends in the US, the Young Republicans, meaning we have established a closer links with them.
During the European elections we supported right-wing EPP member parties and their candidates. Despite Slovakia having the lowest
turnout in the EU we see not see the European elections as a total disaster. The important fact is that the Socialists lost one MEP and
right-wing parties were able to take nine out of the total 13 available seats. We also see our mission here as to persuade young voters
to go out and vote in this election. This is because the topics of the European elections and European issues are as a whole are strongly
underestimated and this situation is preparing the way for gains by extremists on both sides of the political spectrum.
Inter alia we have been preparing several educational workshops for both our members and young people in general in the field of active
citizenship, communication skills and also workshops on the most relevant topics such as justice, minority issues and corruption.
During May, we also held a congress where we elected a new executive bureau. Martin Tokár was re-elected chairman, Michal Časnocha was re-elected vice-chair and international secretary, and two new vice-chairs were elected in Matej Greš and Denis Cáder. These
elections confirmed the aim and targets of ODM in the coming working year.
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SAU Slovenia
Študentsko društvo Slovenska akademska unija
Slovene Academic Union
www.sau.si
The Slovenian Academic Union began 2013 with its annual general meeting and elected its leadership for the upcoming term of
2013/2014. Marko Kmetič continued as Head of the Bureau of SAU and the status of other bureau members remained the same. The
only change that occurred was the election of Martin Krivec as the new International Secretary.
Recent developments in our country have led to budget cuts in higher education. In association with the Students Organisation, a rally
was held to remind the Minister for Traffic and Infrastructure to fulfil his legal obligations concerning student monthly passes for public
transport.
We were actively involved in the reform of higher education, most considerably in commenting on the new legal code that changed the
regime of tuition fees for attendance at university.
Student elections are held every two years in Slovenia. This has been our main focus in recent months and will continue to be for the
immediate future. Our position in the Student Parliament remains the same – our chairman remains the leader of the strongest opposition group with 8 out of 45 seats. The goal for the upcoming student elections in October 2014 is to double that number and to play a
leading role in the formation of the new student government. Due to the under appreciation of natural science faculties, our programme
will promote greater chances for internships and more vocational studies to enable easier integration into the labour market after students
finish their studies.
SAU was actively involved in promoting the European Parliamentary elections and campaigned for Mr Juncker to be President of the
European Commission. As stated above, much focus and effort will be put into our campaign for the upcoming student elections.
We keep strong ties with organisations in the surrounding region, including SO HSS Croatia, AG Austria and StudiCentro Italia. We are
happy to remain a strong partner in the EDS family. During this term our Head of Bureau was co-chair for the permanent working group
Policies for Europe. This helped SAU improve its involvement in international politics and EDS affairs.

FMSF Sweden
The Confederation of Swedish Conservative and Liberal Students,
www.fmsf.se, www.facebook.com/fria.moderata.studentforbundet

Gunnar Hökmark
is vice chairman of
the Group of the
European People’s
Party (EPP) and has
been a member of
the EP since 2004.
Hökmark advocates
free markets and
open borders. He
is working for a free
trade agreement
with the United
States but also for
a more integrated
Europe to counter
the aggressions
from the Russian
regime.
2
Apart from the fact
that higher education is completely
free of charge in
Sweden, there is
also a system where
students are entitled
to direct government
subsidies and are
also eligible to
government subsidised loans for their
everyday living costs
such as beer and
housing.
1

It’s been an eventful year for us. Not only has our number of dedicated members grown, but our outreach and impact have increased.
Our international work, headed by international secretary Karl von Baumgarten, has been prioritised as well as domestic policy and
campaigns. High ambition demands hard working members – we’ve been blessed with both. Most of the working year was led by Chairwoman Victoria Nilsson, until May when a new leadership was elected together with our new Chairwoman Alexandra Ivanov.
One of the most notable events of the working year happened quite late on: the elections to the European Parliament (EP). Several of our
members (under their individual capacities) contributed and participated in MEP Gunnar Hökmark’s campaign for re-election to the EP.
The campaign’s main objective was to mobilise Moderate voters. During the campaign Hökmark travelled to towns and suburbs in the
near proximity to Stockholm in a bus he’d named “the Freedom Bus”. FMSF’s members participated by handing out flyers and trying to
persuade people to vote. We also organised and executed our own campaign against racism and xenophobic currents in Sweden as well
as in Europe.
A political student organisation needs to be active at all times; one of our most successful campaigns during this working year happened
last summer. We launched a counter-campaign when the Swedish Municipal Workers’ Union and the Swedish Trade Union Confederation
went on strike in Stockholm. The entire municipal traffic in the Stockholm region was paralysed. Buses, trains, trams and metros where
shut down. In response to the union’s unreasonable claims and methods, FMSF launched our own bus-line as an alternative to commuters trying to get to work. We drove two minibuses between the two largest hospitals for a day which lead to over 140 mentions in the
press and media coverage ranging from radio to the largest news. The aim was to raise awareness of the unions’ mobster-like negotiation
tactics and to emphasize the benefits of free markets.
As a student organisation, higher education is one of our prioritised fields. We were thus pleased when our centre-right government announced they would lower the financial aid for students but raise the amount one is eligible to borrow . Several of our associations wrote
articles debating left-wing students’ criticisms. The reform would in fact raise the average student’s budget – the only requirement was
students would need to pay part of it back. Unfortunately the government withdrew the reform. Nonetheless, we established ourselves
as the voice of the students of reason.
As earlier mentioned it was a year in which we also prioritised our international obligations and partnerships. Our main focus was, of
course, on EDS. International secretary Karl von Baumgarten worked together with former vice chair Jacob Dexe to assemble and lead a
great team truly dedicated to the questions of Europe, whilst at the same time they managed to involve new members. We do not know
what the future holds but we are sure we will face it together with EDS.
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YCEG United Kingdom
Young Conservative Europe Group
United Kingdom
http://www.conservativeeuropegroup.org.uk/
On 11 June 2014 the Conservative Europe Group held its Annual General Meeting and Young CEG elected a new Committee. Alexander
O’Brien was re-elected Chairman whilst James Willby and Aulia Beg were elected Vice-Chairmen. q		
Our members actively campaigned for the Conservative Party in the European and local elections held in Britain on 22 May 2014.
In the European elections the Conservatives sadly came third with 19 seats, though this was only one seat behind Labour. However,
eurosceptic UKIP were the clear winners with 24 MEPs elected to the European Parliament.
The results were better in the local elections with the Conservatives coming a close second with 29% of the vote, only slightly behind
Labour on 31%. UKIP came a distant fourth with 17% of the vote.
As with many European countries, the current unpredictability in British politics means only so much can be drawn from these elections.
Nonetheless, if one thing is certain it is that the British public currently feel a deep antipathy towards the European Union. We accept that
and, though we will campaign for Britain to remain part of the EU, we fully support David Cameron’s efforts to bring about a reformed,
more competitive and less bossy Europe.

USA Ukraine
Ukrainian Students’ Association (Українська студентська спілка)
http://www.yss.com.ua/
Ukrainian Students’ Association (USA) is an organization that unites students and youth from all over Ukraine. Since the creation of USA,
USA has discussed issues relating to the Ukrainian youth.
From July 2013 to May 2014, USA participated in a number of activities including the following:
• Youth Health Camp for USA members

• The Regular General Assembilies
• III Youth Forum: A platform between students and representatives from state authorities, businesses, stakeholders, foundations,
sponsors and so on. The Youth Forum invited those who presented the best projects. Participants included young politicians,
civic activists, businessmen and representatives of public authorities.
• “Skills Academy” (www.skillsacademy.com.ua) – a free unique e-learning online platform. Skills Academy allows the youth
from Ukraine and post-soviet countries to acquire the necessary skills and knowledge to help them secure future employment
and a successful career. The project was initiated and implemented in a partnership between government, business and public.
USA and the Ministry of Youth and Sports of Ukraine and business company “MTS Ukraine” (one of the leading employers)
supported the Skills Academy project.
• Actively participated in Euromaidan demonstrations.
• In February USA hosted EDS Mission to Euromaidan in Kyiv.
• USA Ukraine together with EDS initiated European-Ukrainian Youth Forum. Though this initiative students and young people
of Ukraine, mostly from the Eastern and Southern regions of Ukraine participated in different educational, scientific, cultural,
political and economic events. We will show our lifestyle, European values, work experience, study experience.
• As an answer to Russian invasion to Ukraine - USA in partnership with other NGOs created student and youth platform “Intellectual Front”. Aim of platform is to act against aggression in peaceful way.
• Stanislav Kutsenko secured the highly contested position of The Chairman of USA. Stanislav served the Ministry of Youth and
Sport of Ukraine by serving as the Ukrainian representative at the World Conference on Youth 2014 - Mainstreaming Youth in the
Post-2015 Agenda (6th - 10th May, Colombo, Sri Lanka)
• EDS Policy Days “European Identity of Ukraine. Ukraine is Europe” was organized in Kyiv in June, 4 - 8th.
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